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SCOPE OF THE THESIS 

Introduction 

High resolution imaging is necessary for understanding important physical processes 

in the sun. For example, the problem of the non-radiative heating of the sun's 

atmosphere can be understood only by studying the small scale dynamics of the 

lower atmosphere. Most of the magnetic flux in the sun is stored at smaller scales 

in the form of tiny elements at the boundaries of granules and supergranules. These 

tiny elements manifest themselves as bright points called the magnetic bright points 

which are seen in the intergranular regions. To study the dynamics of these highly 

intense bright points we need high resolution images. 

Image degradation 

The information we get from astronomical objects is through their radiation in dif

ferent wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum. Here we concern ourselves with 

radiation in the optical wavelengths. The radiation intercepted by ground based 

telescopes is degraded largely because of the random phase delays introduced by the 

earth's atmosphere. 

The two problems that impede the achievement of high resolution are the ignorance 

of the atmospheric point spread function and ignorance of the noise spectrum. 

This thesis consists of 2 parts. One is the study of the problems which 

impede high resolution observations and the second part concerns some 

new information on sohr atmospheric dynamics, made possible byobser

vations at very high resolution. 

The long exposure atmospheric point spread function has an important property of 

being real both in the physical space and in the Fourier space. The long exposure 

point spread function is characterised by the Fried's parameter To. which charac

terises the length scale in the atmosphere over which the atmospheric turbulence is 

stable. We need to estimate the Fried's parameter roo The details seen in the image 



obtained using a ground based telescope depends on this length scale roo A larger 

value of ro implies better image quality. 

Associated with any image recording instrument is the inherent noise in the detector. 

Noise is a random function of position and difficult to model. Most noise handling 

algorithms focus on reducing the effect of noise. Noise filtering is the generic solution 

to the problem. 

Estimation of Fried '8 parameter 

To get a handle on the Fried's parameter, we developed a technique which we call 

as the parameter search method. This technique is only to get a handle on the 

Fried's parameter and not for restoration. The technique makes use of the fact that 

the image we record is intensity and hence all the elements in the image have to 

be greater than or equal to o. Simple inverse filtering is performed in the Fourier 

domain using psf's generated with various values of ro and the resulting image is 

inverse Fourier transformed. In the case of long exposure images simple inverse 

filtering will not have singularities since the long exposure transfer function does not 

falloff to zero even at higher spatial frequencies. However division by the optical 

transfer function (OTF) will result in large values at higher spatial frequencies since 

the value of the long exposure OTF is small at large frequencies. The resulting 

image will have negative intensities. The number of negative elements in the image 

array is counted. Finally, we plot the number of negative values versus the Fried's 

parameter roo The value of ro for which the number of negative elements in the array 

is minimum gives the true roo This method for finding the ro was tested on various 

simulations and also on real images. 

Validation of Parameter Search Technique 

We validated this method using an independent method for estimating the Fried's 

parameter and the values of r 0 obtained were compared with the r 0 obtained using 

the parameter search method. The image of Globular cluster NGC1904 was used 



for this purpose. This is a good image to test the technique since globular cluster 

is an extended source made of point sources. The value of To obtained using the 

parameter search method and the conventional method of fitting a gaussian intensity 

profile are in good agreement. 

Noise Filtering and Image Enhancement 

Once we get an handle on the Fried's parameter we go onto image restoration. Simple 

inverse filtering will not restore the image in the presence of noise. Spurious features 

are generated if inverse filtering is performed on these images. To overcome this, 

filters are designed. One such filter is the Wiener filter. 

The Wiener filter is derived based on the minimising the least square error between 

the original object intensity distribution and the estimated object intensity distribu

tion. To implement this filter we need to estimate the Wiener parameter. It is not 

possible to get the signal power and noise power independently. Hence the value of 

Wiener parameter chosen is only an approximate value. This Wiener parameter is 

taken to be a constant. This is true only in the case of a white noise. The restored 

images are highly dependent on this parameter. In a realistic case the noise intro

duced in an image is not white noise but has a typical power spectrum which has 

higher power at low frequencies than at higher frequencies. 

We discuss the various kinds of noise which enter into our observations. We attempt 

to reduce the noise in the image by assuming a model for the noise. We test this 

on real images and show that the restorations we obtain are close to the true object 

intensity distribution. 

This filter was tested on simulations and later on real images. The images restored 

shows high spatial frequency information even in the presence of noise. 

Application to Solar Images 

Solar images have small features riding on high background. This makes the ex

traction of information even more difficult. The evolution of the small scale features 



generally occur on their dynamical time scales. Conventional speckle techniques 

require the statistical treatment of a large number of images. The time required 

to record the required number of images is often greater than the dynamical time 

scales. Thus, the extraction of information from a well exposed picture seems a 

better alternative. We discuss another recent technique called the Phase Diverse 

Speckle Restoration technique. This technique has been extensively applied in the 

speckle images. Images of very high spatial resolution has been produced using this 

technique. We address this problem in 2 parts. 

The magnetic flux elements are the key to understand many solar features like net

work, spicules, sunspots etc.,. These features when observed at high resolution show 

small scale features which have origin in the solar interior. These small scale fea

tures determine the global properties of the sun. Interaction between magnetic fields, 

convection and radiation can be studied by studying the dynamics of the small scale 

structures on the sun. We discuss the average properties of the bright points on the 

sun. It has been established that these bright points are tracers of magnetic flux 

tubes. We follow these magnetic flux tubes using an object tracking technique. It 

has been found by earlier workers in this field that there are a few bright points which 

can move exceptionally fast and are capable of generating sufficient mechanical en

ergy to heat the upper atmosphere. Hence we studied the dynamics of few isolated 

bright points in these high resolution images. We measure the velocity and intensity 

power spectrum of the isolated bright points and look for relationship between these 

quantities and its influence in heating of the solar atmosphere. 
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Introduction 

The sun is the only star which provides data at high spatial and temporal resolution 

to study the underlying physical mechanism responsible for the activities happening 

in and on the sun. We now have data on the sun to understand the physics at 

the core of the sun through techniques like Helioseisrnology, direct observations in 

optical wavelengths for studying the photosphere which is the visible surface of the 

sun, observations in infrared to study the cooler layers in the solar atmosphere, radio 

observations and observations in X-ray to study the solar corona. In this thesis we 

will confine ourselves to observations in optical radiations. 

Energy mechanisms responsible for the heating of the chromosphere are still not 

clearly known. Physical models of the solar atmosphere can be made only if we can 

first identify the major energy mechanisms and explain the process of energy trans

port from the lower to upper atmospheres. Features in the sun as small as a hundred 

kilometers in diameter are believed to act as conduits to transport energy from the 

lower to the upper atmosphere. Observational evidence has started to accumulate 

in support of this idea. The major limitation imposed on studying these very small 

features using ground based telescopes is the intervening earth's atmosphere. 

Turbulence in the earth's atmosphere degrades the true object intensity distribution 

of astronomical sources. The thermal gradients in the air produce random phase 

delays in the wavefront that cause blurring of images. Limitations in image quality 

4 



chapterl 5 

is because of these inhomogeneities in refractive index caused by the random thermal 

gradients present in the atmosphere. The effect of the atmosphere can be succinctly 

described by its transfer function. This transfer function reduces the spatial fre

quency content depending on the exposure time used for recording the images. 

In the case of long exposure imaging, the atmospheric transfer function reduces the 

spatial frequency response at high frequencies. This attenuation at high frequencies 

is high and at times can reduce the effective resolution to very small values than what 

one would have obtained if the same object had been imaged in the absence of the 

atmosphere. Short exposure imaging is found to have more high spatial frequency 

information. (Roddier 1980, Fried 1966, Goodman 1985). But in principle the 

transfer function of the atmosphere at long exposure does not go to zero because 

the functional form of the long exposure atmospheric psf has a finite value even at 

higher spatial frequencies. 

Usually all images which are exposed for several time scales of the atmospheric 

turbulence are classified as long-exposure images. As a general rule of thumb, the 

exposure times in excess of a few hundredth of a second are considered as long 

exposure images. In long-exposure images the high spatial frequency information is 

attenuated because the recorded image is the source convolved with the time average 

of the point spread function (psf). 

The long exposure atmospheric transfer function is real in the Fourier domain, i.e., 

its Fourier transform has no imaginary part. Hence the object's Fourier phase is 

preserved and we need to worry only about the true contrast of the feature during 

reconstruction. 

A straightforward method to measure the atmospheric psf is to measure the size of 

the intensity profile of an unresolved source close to the object und.er study. Here 

we assume that the medium through which the imaging is done behaves in the same 

way for both the object under study and the point source. If one has to get the true 

psf then the point source and the object under study should be within an isoplanatic 

patch. 
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For the sun, we do not have access to a point source for comparison. Furthermore, 

for extended sources like the sun, the atmospheric psf will not be the same on all 

parts of the image. We have a problem in the case of images of extended sources in 

which each part of the object has been convolved with different psf's. Hence a single 

psf will not be a correct characterisation of the psf for an extended object. 

Another technique (Collados 1987) for solar image reconstruction uses the limb of the 

moon in the photographs taken during partial solar eclipse. In the absence of earth's 

a.tmosphere the moon's limb would be seen as a sharp edge against the bright Sun's 

surface. When imaged using a ground based telescope, the moon's limb is blurred 

because of the atmospheric psf. The gradient of the blurred limb profile of the' 

moon gives the psf of the telescope and atmosphere. The psf thus found is used for 

deconvolving the psf from the entire image. This psf can be used to remove blurring 

only near the limb of the moon and within the isoplanatic patch which encompasses 

the moon's limb. Use of this psf for deconvolution elsewhere in the image will not 

give true reconstruction. 

Night time observers can have single stars for deconvolution. To get a reconstruction 

which is close to the true object intensity distribution, the star used for determining 

the psf of the atmosphere and the object under study have to be within the same 

isoplanatic patch. In the case of photometry of extended objects like clusters of stars, 

algorithms like Daophot are used (Stetson 1987) where nonisoplanaticity effects are 

not considered. 

The conventional method is to make a gaussian fit to these observed profile and the 

full width at half maximum of the fitted gaussian is used to characterise the psf. 

This creates spurious features if the true psf is not a gaussian. In fact, there is 

theoretical and experimental evidence for the non gaussian nature of the atmospheric 

psf (Roddier 1980). 

One of the main motivations of this thesis is to find the exact long exposure atmo

spheric psf and use this for reconstruction of images of extended objects. In case of 

stellar imaging we can hope to have a bright field star close to our object of obser-
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vation and therefore correct for the object under study by observing the field star. 

In objects like the sun, one can never have a point source based on which one could 

correct for the other unknown features. Hence we need to have an independent way 

of evaluating the atmospheric psf when we image extended sources. 

Once we get the Fried's parameter we need to remove the atmospheric transfer 

function from the degraded image. The biggest challenge in any restoration scheme 

is suppression of noise and removal of blurring functions, (in our case the atmospheric 

psf), without losing high spatial frequency information of the object. 

Various novel techniques exist for image restoration. Most of these image restoration 

techniques target restoration of short exposure image. 

The long exposure atmospheric transfer function is real in the Fourier domain and 

in the case of short exposure imaging the atmospheric transfer function is complex 

(Fried 1966). Hence the object's Fourier phase does not get contaminated by the 

long exposure atmospheric transfer function. The only source of contamination is 

the Fourier phase of the noise. 

Chapter 2 discusses the technique of parametric search for determining the atmo

spheric point spread function. 

In chapter 3, the parameter search method is used on real images and the Fried's 

parameter obtained. The Fried's parameter ro so obtained is compared to the Fried's 

parameter obtained using another independent method which requires point sources 

for ro determination. 

In chapter 4, we discuss a filter for image restoration. Restoration is performed on 

simulated images and then on real images. The Wiener parameter in the Wiener 

filter is estimated assuming a simple model for the noise in the image. A t:omparison 

is made between the noise modeled Wiener filter and the standard Wiener filter. The 

comparison is made in terms of mean square error between the restored image and 

the filtered images. Some extended sources are restored using the above techniques 

and results presented. 

In chapter 5 and 6 we present the results obtained using high resolution images of 
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magnetic bright points. To highlight the usefulness of high resolution images we 

present some results obtained using the data obtained at the Swedish Vacuum Solar 

Telescope. The data was obtained by a group elsewhere. A new technique called 

Phase diverse speckle restoration has been applied to the images to produce high 

resolution images. Small feature like the magnetic element bright point is thought to 

be one of the efficient ways in which energy is transported from the lower atmosphere 

to the upper atmosphere. They are difficult to observe because of their size scales. 

Typically a magnetic element bright point is about 300 km in diameter, which implies 

an angular size of approximately 0."4. For understanding the processes in the solar 

atmosphere such as field concentration, process of energy transfer from lower to 

upper atmosphere, mechanisms of energy storage and release, signature of pre flare 

processes and other such activities, we need to study the dynamics of small scale 

features. 

In chapter 5 we look at the average properties of the magnetic elements and look for 

periodicities in their motion. The bright points are tracked using an object tracking 

technique and the velocities of the bright points determined. We then estimate the 

autocorrelation of the velocities. This gives an average behavior of the bright point 

irrespective of the location of the bright point. The bright points are found isolated 

as well as in clusters. 

In chapter 6, to track the bright points without any ambiguity we selected bright 

points which are well isolated and estimated their velocities and relative intensities. 

We measure the velocities and lifetimes of these magnetic element bright points and 

try to look for a possible relationship between their dynamics and the chromospheric 

heating processes. Here, we attempt to highlight the usefulness of high resolution 

observations and the physics we can extra.ct from these high resolution images. 



Nonlinear Deconvolution Algorithms: 

Deconvolution Methods: 

Increasing availability of computing power has fuelled the interest in iterative algorithms 

to reconstruct an unknown object distribution o(x,y) blurred by a linear system's point 

spread function p(x,y). The measured image distribution i(x,y) is then, 

i(x, y) = o(x, y) * p(x, y) (1) 

There are linear and non-linear deconvolution methods to obtain the object distribution 

o(x,y). Linear deconvolution methods are those which are incapable of extrapolating or 

interpolating those spatial frequencies which were not observed. For example in the case 

of maps obtained using synthesis imaging the linear deconvolution methods like Weiner 

filtering and inverse filtering are not capable of obtaining those spatial frequencies which 

were not observed because of the incomplete sampling of the spatial frequency plane. 

We will discuss briefly about few of the most extensively used non-linear deconvolution 

methods. 

Maximum Entropy Method (ME11):i,2,3 

Rooted in information theory the MEM seeks to extract as much information as is jus

tified by the data's signal to noise ratio. This has been sllccessfully Ilsed in (1 va.riety of 

fields, including radio astronomy, ~MIl etc., The difficulty in the techniques COI1JeS from 

the sampling of the data which is limited in terms of spatial frequency a.nd is noisy. This 

makes many images consistent with the measured da.ta" giving tlw same value of the good

ness of fit statistic, chi squa,re. l\IEM selects one image from t.his feasible set of images 

that describe the data quality well. 

MEM chooses the image which assumes the least about informat.ion we do not he-we. It 

does not introduce structure in the image without evidence in the da,ta,. Let us illustrat.e 

this with an exa.mple. Let us consider a, random light pulse generator a,nd in front of this 

is a CCD array. The random generator shoots off pulses randomly ont.o the pixl~ls in the 

CCD. The entropy 5, of the given image is defined as the natllrallogrithrn of the number 

of ways the random generator could generate the random light pulses. For identic:a.l pixels, 

the image with maximum entrop:" is uniform. To incorpora,te features in the image ie., to 

favour some pixels over the other the definiton of entropy 5 is generalised in terms of a. 

default image F. 
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Now, maximising the entropy S imposes no correlation on the image for which we have no 

evidence in the available data. This maximally non commital image may not be correct 

in the sense that we would need more observations to look for additional correlations in 

the image. In absence of such additional information MEM would choose an image that 

is minimally structured. Therefore MEM choice is the most conservative image that de

scribes the data at a given value of the chi square. As the data becomes less noisy, the 

image becomes more structured. 

MEM is based on Bayes theorem. To discuss more on this we introduce the concept of 

conditional probability. If A and B are two events and we want to estimate the probability 

of A and B occuring simultaneously, then the probability of A occuring when B occurs 

P(A,B) is the probability P(A) of A occuring multiplied by the conditional probability 

that B occurs when A occurs (P(AIB)). 

P(A, B) = P(A)P(AIB) (2) 

If H represents a hypothesis, S is the state of knowledge before the observations are made, 

x is the set 0 observations, then the set of observations contribute to the joint probability 

that the hypothesis H is true for the measured x is as follows, 

P(H, xis) = P(HIS) x P(xIH, S) = P(xIS) x P(Hlx, S) (3) 

Here P(HIS) represents our prior knowledge of H, based on prior information S. This in 

case of an image could be that all pixels must be positive since we record intensity and 

so can form a basis for rejecting a measurement as unreasonable. The prior knowledge 

conditions the estimate of the probability P(H,xIS), representing the probability that we 

will observe the set of observations x under the assumptions that our hypothesis H is 

true. The factor P(xIH,S) is the probability of obtaining the observations x under the 

assumption that our hypothesis is true and therefore represents the probability of the 

maximum likelihood solution. However the factor we want to determine from evaluation 

of the experimental data is P(Hlx,S), the probability that the hypothesis is true, given the 

set of observations and prior information S. Therefore, 

P(HI S) = P(HIS) P(xIH, S) 
x, P(xIS) (4) 

is the maximum likelihood solution, which is Boyes' theorem. Here we have maximized 

P(xIH,S) and identified the maximum likelihood solution. In the mathematical statement 

of Bayes' theorem one can see that there exists an explicit dependence of the answer on 

the prior dependence. This dependence is a defect in the Bayesian approach but Maxi

mum Entropy method introduces a degree of standardisation into this choice by forming 

a particular basis for the introduction of prior information. 
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Introducing apriori the lack of knowledge in the Bayes' theorem is useful in obtaining a 

solution with minimum bias. For example, let us consider tossing of a coin. A set of 

observations of com tosses in which all results in head is highly improbable compared to 

results in which both heads and tails are probable. This is because there are a number of 

ways to get equal number of heads and tails in a series of tosses but only one way to get all 

heads. Therefore a weighting according to the probability would assign a result where the 

number of events in the two classes mentioned above is nearly equal a higher probability 

than the one in which we expect all the events to be same. In statistical mechanics, the 

entropy S is related to anum ber of microscopic states W that lead to the macroscopic 

state through the relationship, 

S = klnvV(or) W = exp(Sjk) (5) 

where k is the Boltzmann's constant. Shannon (1948) showed that the above formula 

obtained from thermodynamics could be incorporated in information theory(apart from 

the constant k). The natu ral tendency of a. thermodynamic system to increase in entropy 

is thus associated with a tendency to move °toward disordered states having high multi

plicity or stated differently has more microscopic states corresponding to the macroscopic 

variables. The negative sign expressed in logrithms to base 2, gives the number of binary 

operations providing the same information. This gives the number of such results existing 

to specify the result with complete certainty. 

CLEAN :4,5,6,7,8 

The basic CLEAN algorithm was developed by Hogbom in 1974. It is extensively in 

radio astronomy and hence we will stick to the notations used in radio astronomy. It 

was orginally designed for point sources, but is found to work well for extended sources 

given reasonable starting model. If b' is the dirty beam, I' is the dirty map and * denotes 

convolution, 

r' = b' * [ (6) 

If 10 is the initial guess, at the nth iteration, it then searches for the largest value in the 

resiudal map, 
, I 

In = I - b * In- L (7) 

A delta function is created at the location of the largest residual flux and is given an am

plitude (called 'Loop gain') times the value. An antenna's response to the delta function, 

the dirty beam is then subtracted from [n-l to yield In. The iteration is continued until 

a specified iteration limit N is reached or until the root mean sqaure residual reduces to 

a specified level. The position of each delta function is saoved. At the point when the 

component subtraction is stopped it is assumed that the residual brightness distribution 
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consists mainly of noise. To prevent high spatial frequency features which might be spu

riously extrapolated from the measured data, each CLEAN component is convolved with 

CLEAN beam. 

Richardson-Lucy algorithm (RL) :9,10,11,12 

RL algorithm is based on statistical methods and has a very strong mathematical and 

physical basis. But the basic requirement is one has to know the psf. RL is used for esti

mating the object intensity distribution in the presence of photon noise which is inherent 

in any observation. Let i' (x) is the number of counts that would be measured at x if we 

were to average a large number of independent observations. The observed data i(x) is 

distributed with a mean if (x) with a Poisson distribution, so the probability of getting 

i(x) counts in a pixel when the mean is if (x) is, 

(8) 

Likelihood of an entire data set of values is the product of the probabilities of each value 

and so the log likelihood is written as, 

lnL = Jlne-i' + In(i')i - lni! (9) 

The goal is to recover the image o(x) from the noisy data i(x) given the equations of image 

formation and the log likelihood estimate. The maximum likelihood solution maximises 

In 1. 

This technique plays a very important role when we are trying to recover data from a 

noisy data. This technique works well as long as we are dealing with Poisson distributed 

noise. In the case of CCD images, noise like read out noise are Gaussian distributed and 

hence some pixel values turn out to be negative. RL fails in such cases. A simple solution 

suggested is to add a floor value to the image. But this is reported to bias the results. 

As said before, techniques like RL work well when the PSF is known to a great accuracy. 

Our aim is to look for a method to estimate the PSF. Once the atmospheric PSF is known 

one can use linear or nonlinear techniques to restore the image. In case of HST images the 

deconvolutions have been carried out using observed PSF's since theortically computed 

PSF's have been found not to match with the observations. The noise in the observed 

PSF is found to pose problem in recovery of images using R1. 

However, a linear method like Wiener filtering is severely limited in capability 

relative to modern constrained nonlinear methods. May researchers in the field of 
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image restoration have pointed out the difficulties in linear deconvolution methods such as 

the Wiener filter. The primary objections have been that these methods amplify noise and 

introduce artifacts at high spatial frequencies. The advantages of using a linear restoration 

scheme is that the relative brightness is preserved and computationally the linear restora

tion schemes are efficient. However in high fidelity image restoration several kinds of 

artifacts can be produced by linear restoration schemes13 . Sometimes the researcher does 

not have information apriori or the information may not be applicable. Linear methods 

are bset suited in situations where computational speeds are of great importance. Filters 

like Wiener type filter might be a good choice because it explicity deals with noise and tries 

to reach a solution that is in the least sense, optimum. Although nonlinear methods are 

useful for image restoration especially to retreive spatial frequencies which were not mea

sured, they are not used in this thesis since we deal with optical images which have spatial 

frequencies upto the diffraction limit without any gaps in the measurement and our aim is 

to try and retreive information upto the diffraction limit of the telescope and not beyond it. 
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Determination Of The Atmospheric 

Point Spread Function By Parameter 

Search t 

2.1 Introduction 

The result of blind deconvolution is a reconstructed image that has non positive 

intensities. The number of these non positive pixels has been used as an estimator for 

the departure from a perfect reconstruction. Simulations of reconstruction of objects 

convolved with a kernel having one or two parameters are shown to demonstrate the 

efficiency of the estimator. We thus present a technique of determining the unknown 

parameters of ~;he point spread function by searching for the point in parameter space 

with the lowest number of non positive pixels. It is also shown that the parameters 

of the convolving kernel can be obtained even in the presence of noise. 

In the first section we discuss the technique for obtaining the Fried's parameter. 

In the second chapter and the subsections we discuss the simulations carried out 

t Krishnakumar V., Venkatakrishnan P., Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. Ser.126, 177-181 (1997) 
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to estimate the Fried's parameter. The simulations were carried out both in the 

presence and absence of noise. The results are discussed. 

2.2 Technique for recovering the point spread func-

tion (psf) 

The true object spectrum is convolved with the point spread function of the medium, 

(i(x, v»~ = o(x, y) * (h(x, y» (2.1) 

where (i(x, V»~ is the time averaged intensity distribution, o(x, y) is the true object 

intensity distribution, h( x, y)is the instantaneous atmospheric psf, (h( x, y» is the 

time averaged psf and " * " denotes convolution. Performing Fourier transform on 

either side of equation (1), we get 

(l(u, v)) = O(u,v)(H(u,v» (2.2) 

where (l(u, u» ,O(u, v), (H(u, v» are the Fourier transforms of (i(x, y», o(x, y) 

(h(x, y» respectively, and u,v are the spatial frequency vectors. To recover the 

true object spectrum o(x, V), we perform inverse filtering on the degraded image. 

Therefore the true object intensity distribution will be 

O( ) = (l(u, v» 
u,v (H(u,v» (2.3) 

Inverse transforming O( u, v) we get o( x, y). In our case h( x, y) is not known. Guess 

psf is constructed and inverse filtering is done. Let hg(x, y) be the guess psf. The 

Fourier transform of the guess psf is Hg(u, v). Using this psf we get, 

I(u,v) 
Og(u, v) = H ( r (2.4) 

9 u,v 
The reconstructed image spectrum Og(x, y) will be the inverse Fourier transform of 

Og(u, v). 

The point spread function of the atmosphere which blurs the object intensity distri

bution is (Tatarski 1961, Fried 1966) 

A(U2 + V 2 )1/2 
H (u, v) = exp[ -3.44( )C/] 

ro 
(2.5) 
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where u and v are the spatial frequency vectors, ). is the mean wavelength of observa

tion, ro is the Fried's parameter(seeing parameter) and a the power index which was 

derived to have a value of 5/3 in the case of astronomical observations. In practice 

there could be deviations in the value of a. The behavior of the point spread function 

in the tail of the profile depends on a, and To is a measure of the core of the point 

spread function profile. In our proposed technique we use the Fried's coherence 

function in its functional form but both a and To are left as free parameters. 

The degraded image is deconvolved using a series of point spread functions with 

different To and a. The number of elements N, where the intensity is equal to and 

less than zero is found in each reconstruction. In this two parameter space we search 

for the minimum of number of zeros and negative values. The corresponding To and 

a at which the minimum occurs are the true point spread function parameters. 

In the presence of noise, equation (1) is written as 

(i(x, y)) = o(x, y) * (h(x, y)) + n(x, y) (2.6) 

where n(x, y) is the noise in the image plane which gets added to the blurred object 

intensity distribution. Since noise is additive, it is not convolved with the atmo

spheric psf, but is effectively convolved with a delta function, which in turn, can be 

considered as a psf with very large Fried's parameter,say Tn, where Tn » To 

(i(x, y)) = O(X, y) * (h(x, y» + n(x, y) * hn(x, y) (2.7) 

and hn (x, y) approachi:p.g a delta function. For obtaining the parameters of the psf 

the above equation is Fourier transformed and inverse filtering is performed. 

(I(u,v)) = O(u,v)(H(u,v)) + N(u,v)Hn (U,1") (2.8) 

Inverse filtering, 

....:..-(I...:........(u..:...-,v..:....:..)) = O(u,v)(H(u,v)) + N(u,v)Hn(u,v) 
llg(u,v) llg(u,v) llg(u,v) 

(2.9) 

This equation is inverse transformed and the number of non positive pixels are found. 

Similarly, for other To values Hg(u, v) is constructed and the number of non positive 
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pixels found. Since rn is always greater than ro, the number of non positive pixels N 

contributed by the second term is not expected to go through a minimum. Therefore 

even in the presence of noise the minima in N is expected to occur when the guess 

psf parameters matches with the true ro and a values. Hence ro and a can be found 

by looking for the deepest minima in N in the parameter space of a and roo 

This makes the proposed technique more general and could be used when the func

tional form of the psf of the intervening medium is of the Fried's coherence function 

type. 

2.3 Simulations 

2.3.1 Object Intensity Distribution 

Simulations were carried out on single sources as well as on multiple sources. The 

technique has been tested on objects with intensity distribution with smooth edges 

as well as on objects with sharp edges. Here we discuss the case of an object with 

multiple sources and sharp edges. 

2.3.2 Search for minima in N - in the absence of noise 

The true object consists of two sources with unequal intensities. The object plane has 

a plate scale of r:::::: 0.116 per pixel. The angular size of source A and B is 0."4 and 0.//5 

respectively. The two sources are separated by a angular distance of around I". Fig 

(2.1) shows the true object intensity distribution and Fig (2.2) is the atmospheric psf. 

The convolution of the object intensity distribution with the atmospheric psf yields 

the degraded image. Fig (2.3) is the convolved image. Fried derived the expression 

for the coherence function H(u,v) and obtained a value of 5/3 for a. No departures 

are seen in the value of a = 5/3 under the conditions of astronomical observations. 

Asswning a is known, for each value of ro the degraded image is deconvolved and 

N is obtained. The plot of N for various ro is given in Fig (2.4). We see that 
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when the deconvolving psf's To is equal to the true r o , N is a minimum. However 

experimental evidence for departures from 5/3 power law has been reported in the 

case of horizontal propagation near the ground (Bouricius & Clifford 1970; Clifford 

et al. 1971; Buser 1971). 

Therefore, assuming that a is unknown, we do the following. For different values of 

a, the reconstruction is done for a range of roo Fig (2.5) is a plot of N versus a at 

a given roo Here again we see that when the deconvolving psf's Ct becomes equal to 

the true psf's a, N goes to a minimum. Now assuming both a and To are unknown, 

N is found at each value of a and roo Fig (2.6) is the surface plot of N as a function 

of ro and Ct. 

Wrong estimation of one of the parameters, a or To leads to inaccurate photometric 

values and also generates spurious features in the reconstructed image. Fig (2.7) is 

an example of an image degraded by a psf with a = 1.67, but reconstructed using 

a = 1.7, ro = 5.0 cm and Fig (2.8) is reconstruction done with correct value of ex 

but with a To = 5.5 em instead of the true To = 5.0 em. We can clearly see spurious 

features in both the reconstructions. 

2.3.3 Parametric search in the presence of noise 

The above simulations were repeated with different kinds of noise added to the 

blurred image. Fig (2.9) is the image degraded by the atmospheric psf with To = 5.0 

em and a = 1.67. Noise with uniform distribution is added to the degraded image. 

The signal to noise ratio in all the noisy images is around 5.0. Fig (2.10) is the plot 

of the number of non positive pixels N for various values of Fried's parameter ro in 

the presence of additive noise and Fig (2.11) is the plot of the number of non positive 

pixels N in each reconstructed image for different values of a. In both the plots we 

see that the minima in N occurs at the true a and roo Fig (2.12) is the surface plot 

of N as a. function of a and ro. A search for the minima in N gives the values of ro 

and a of the true psf. 

Fig (2.13) is the convolved image to which zero mean gaussIan white noise has 
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been added. Fig (2.14) is the plot of the number of non positive pixels N in each 

reconstructed image for different values of Fried's parameter roo Fig (2.15) and Fig 

(2.16) are the plots of N against ro for reduced grid size of r o , 0.5 em and 0.1 em 

respectively. It is seen that the minima in N occurs at a To close to the true To. 

Fig (2.17) is the image intensity distribution with additive Poisson noise. Fig (2.18), 

Fig (2.19) and Fig (2.20) are the plots of the number of non positive pixels N against 

the Fried's parameter To with grid size in To equal to 1.0 em, 0.5 em and 0.1 em 

respectively. We can see that for a grid size in To equal to 1.0 cm the minima in N 

occurs at 2.0 cm. When the grid size is reduced to 0.5 em the minima in N shifts to 

5.5 em and the minima in N stays at 5.5 cm when the grid size is reduced to 0.1 cm. 

Hence in the presence of noise, reduction of grid size helps to identify the parameters 

r 0 and a more accurately. and a. The minima in N occurs at the true To and a. 

A way to improve the estimation of the Fried's parameter using this method is to 

smoothen the noisy image before we deconvolve with the Fried's coherence function. 

This helps in isolating the minima in the plot of number of non positive pixels versus 

the Fried's parameter. 

The search for To using the number of non positive pixels N as an estimator is what 

we have discussed. If we look at the plot of the N versus To the intriguing fact is the 

local minimas and maximas seen on either side of the dip at true roo We find that 

when the signal to noise level is around 20 or more then the minima is unique and 

the variations in the non positive pixels on either side of the true minima is low. As 

the signal to noise deteoriates this minima slowly gets merged with the variations 

alongside. Hence this method can be used quite comfortably in those images which 

have a reasonably high signal to noise ratio. 

At low signal to noise ratios, ie., ~ < 100 the value of To at which the minima in the 

plot of non positive pixels occur is not deep. This might lead to erroneous estimation 

of the Fried's parameter. To improve on the estimation of Fried's parameter at these 

low signal to noise ratios we do the following. The blurred noisy signal is convolved 

with a smoothening function. In this case we smoothen the degraded image with a 
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gaussian. The width of the gaussian is chosen in such a way that it suppresses the 

noise and not the object information. 

Fig (2.21) is obtained without smoothening the noisy image. The signal to noise ratio 

in this image is 30. Fig (2.22) is obtained by smoothening the blurred noisy object 

with a gaussian of width 0.6. We see that the depth of the minima has increased. 

The width of the gaussian has to be higher than the value of Fried's parameter. This 

is to ensure that the information of the object is maximally retained and noise at 

high frequency is filtered. Fig (2.23) is obtained by smoothening the blurred noisy 

object with a gaussian of width 0.7. 

To prove that the estimation of the Fried's parameter is independent of the grid size 

we estimate the nwnber of non positive pixels for ro at various grid sizes and plot N 

versus roo Fig (2.24) is the plot of non positive pixels versus the Fried's parameter 

for a grid size in To equal to 0.01. Fig (2.22) and Fig (2.23) were obtained with a grid 

size equal to 0.005 smoothened with gaussian of different widths. We see that the 

change in grid size does not alter the value of ro at which the minima in non positive 

pixels occur. The asymmetry in the plot of N versus To is because of the following 

reason. Let rg be the guess Fried's parameter and rt the true Fried's parameter. The 

ratio of the true psf to the guess psf is, 

(2.10) 

when Tg is < Tt the exponent is positive and hence enhances the higher spatial 

frequencies and attenuates the lower spatial frequencies. This leads to generation of 

negative values in the physical space. When Tg is > Tt then the higher frequencies 

are attenuated and lower frequencies enhanced. This leads to generation of lesser 

number of negative values compared to the earlier case. However, any deconvolution 

performed on these images will not give the correct reconstruction unless the noise 

is filtered. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

The technique we have proposed in this chapter is very general and is applicable for 

images of arbitrary shape. It can also provide a decent reconstruction for features 

that are several hundred times more intense than noise. However, the problem of 

image reconstruction remains for restoration of low contrast features in the pres

ence of noise. We believe that the knowledge of the actual point spread function, 

as gained by the parametric search described in this chapter, will provide tight con

straints on iterative deconvolution schemes for very noisy images which can start 

with a guess for the noise distribution and converge to the true distribution of noise. 

This belief is yet to be verified. On the other hand, there are a number of applica

tions where the determination of the psf itself would be of vital importance. One 

example is the determination of daytime" seeing" at a new astronomical site. All that 

would be required is a sequence of long exposure pictures of the sun taken through 

a filter of reasonable bandwidth like 5 nm or 10 nm. Another example is the need to 

determine the broadening mechanisms of spectral lines. We hope that this technique 

would be able to detect small departures from a gaussian profile, which has great 

implications for the detection of non-thermal or supra-thermal distributions. The 

quality of spectra that are expected from SOHO, for example, would perhaps be 

good enough for such investigations. 



Figure 2.1: True objecl intensity distribution. Two sources with unequal 
inlensities. Plate scale ill the im<lgc pl;\l\c is ::::: 0.06" per pixel. Angular 
scpemlion h(!twr.en lilt. two ~ourcr.s is ::::: I". Angular size of stronger source 
is ::::: 0.'1" ami the aa!i\llar size of the wcuker source is::::: 0.3". 
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Figure 2.3: The lrue object inte:l~ity distribution (fig 2.1) COil valved wilh 
the :l.tmospheric psf (Fig 2.2) and produces lhis degraded image, Since the 
a.tmospheric psf is wider lhe anr,lIl:1r sep~ra\i()11 betwecn thc two sources the 
blurred image is seen as a bro;'ldclled single ~O\lICl!. 
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Figure 2.7: Illlagp illlPnsity cli~trihutioll r('(·ollslrncteci u~illg a Pried pal'~l11-
eter ra of 5.0cm but instead of 0 = 1.61, 0' = 1.7 has been used. Spurious 
fealures can be sef'n in the rf'ronstruelioll. 

Figure 2.8: Image rec:onstruct<>d using (.\< of 1.61. The ro value tlsf'd in this 
teconstruction is fa = 5.5cl11 instead of .'i.Oem which is Lhe true roo Spurious 
features can hI' se('ll ill the rl'construct("d image. 
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Figure 2.!); ObjcC"t illtl'llsity distribution degraded by the' atmospheric psf. 
An uniform noise is added to the blurred image. The signal to noise in the 
image is .5.0. 
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Figure 2.13: Object intensity distribution degraded by the atmospheric psf. 
Zero mean Gaussian white noise is added to the blurred image. The signal 
to noise in the image is .5.0. 
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Figure 2.14: Plot of numher of non positive pixels ~ (including zeros in the 
image plane) in a blurred image with additive Zero mean Gaussian white 
noise agai nst. varying Fried's parameter roo 0 is fixed at 1.67 which is the 
true o. The grid size of ro is l.Ocm. 
True r" = ?5.0cm. Minima in N at ro = .).Oem. 
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Figure 2.15: Plot of number of non positive pixels N (including zeros in the 
image plane) in a blurred image with additive Zero mean Gaussian white 
noise against varying Fried's parameter roo Ct is fixed at 1.67 which is the 
true Q. The grid size of To is O.5cm. 
True To = .S.Ocm; Minima in N at ro = 5.0cm. 
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Figure 2.1 i: 
Ohject intensity distribution degraded by the atmospheric ps{. Poisson noise 
is added to the blurred image. The signal to noise in the image is 5.0. 
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Figure 2.19: 
Plot of numher of non positive pixels N (including zeros in the image plane) 
in a blurred image with additive Poisson noise against \'arring Fried's param
eter ro' Ct is fixed at 1.67 \vhich is the true Ct. The grid size of ro is O.5cm. 
True ro = 5.0cm. Minima in Nat ro = .5.5em. 
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Figure 2.21: Plot o{non-positive pixels versus the Fried's parameter. Signal to Noise 

ratio in the image is 300.0. True ro = 0.5 (arb.units) 
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Figure 2.23: Plot of non-positive pixels versus the Fried's parameter. The blurred 

noisy image is smoothened by a gaussian of width 0.6 (arb. units). SigIJal to Noise 

ratio is 30.0. 'Due ro = 0.5 (arb.units) 
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Figure 2.24: Plot of non-positive pixels versus the Fried's parameter. The blurred 

IJoisy image is smoothened by a gaussian of width 0.7 (arb. units). Signal to Noise 

ratio is 30.0. True ro = 0.5 (arb. units ) 
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Generalisation to Images with Background Intensities: 

The method discussed in chapter 2 will not be very effective in an image with a high 

background. However the problem of high background can be overcome to some extent 

depending on how close our estimate is on the background level. We will address the 

problem of estimating Fried's parameter in an image with non zero background. 

Negatives are clear artifacts in a postive definite image and hence the number of negatives 

can be used as a measure of the 'distance' between the true image and the restored image. 

However our aim is not to restore the image but to estimate the psf of the atmosphere 

using this 'distance' as a parameter for estimating the Fried's parameter. 

However in the case of high background or when imaging an object which has only bright 

feature above a background intensity level the inverse filtering of such an image will either 

have smaller number of negatives or no negatives. For example in the case of a solar image, 

there will be both dark as well as bright features about the photospheric intensity level. 

Hence there will be both postive as well as negative excursions about the photospheric 

intensity level. The number of negatives will be small and cannot be used for estimating 

the Fried's parameter. To have a search that is more sensitive to change in parameters, 

we have to have a different definition for an artifact. We remove a resonable estimate of 

the background such that the background subtracted image has no negatives initially. We 

then perform inverse filtering with a guess psf and count the number of 'negatives' below 

the assumed zero level. The dependence of the number of 'negatives' on the fractional 

amount of background is what has been studied. 

The number of negatives are estimated by counting the number of negatives in the images 

after every deconvolution with a guess atmospheric point spread function. The image after 

deconvolution has negatives in the real domain. Since we are dealing with intensities the 

negative values are un physical and we use this to get the Fried's parameter. In the case 

of image with a background to count the number of 'negatives' we need to remove the 

background. The removal of background is subjective. In reality even the background will 

be different in different places on the image. Let us write the object intensity distribution 

as, 

O(x, y) = k(x, y) + oJ(x, yj (1) 

."here k(x,y) is the background, oJ(x, y) is the object intensity distribution riding on top of 

this background. The image we observe after the radiation passes through the atmosphere 

and recorded in the ground based detector is, 

i(x, y) = o(x, y) * p(x, y) +n(x, y) = [k(x, y) +0 J(x, y)] *p(x, y)+n(x, y), k(x, y) > 0.0 (2) 
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where ,*, denotes convolution, n(x,y) is the noise in the image (primarily due to the 

detector), k(x,y) is the background which is non-zero and p(x,y) is the atmospheric point 

spread function. The Fourier transform of this would yield, 

leu, v) = [K(u,v) + OJ(u, v)]P(u, v) +N(u, v) (3) 

where u and v are the spatial frequencies and I,K,Q j,P and N are the Fourier transforms 

of i,k,oj,p and n respectively. For the sake of simplicity we will consider the background 

k(x,y) as a constant. This implies that its Fourier transform will be a delta function and 

hence removal of it would help us get rid of the background. But this is not the case in re

ality. In the case of the sun we would have a spatially varying background. But estimating 

the background pixel by pixel will be a difficult task and we do not address the problem 

here. By estimating a mean background and subtracting the mean background from the 

image we can use the parameter search to obtain the Fried's parameter. But the accuracy 

in determination of the Fried's parameter would depend on the accuracy with which we 

remove tjle background. The presence of a DC level will inhibit negative excursions and 

counting the negatives is not possible. 

Therefore the problem is now to find out the the mean background and the dependence of 

the number of 'negatives' N in the inverse filtered image on the error in our estimation of k. 

This emprical method fails when the DC level is present and the features present in the 

image are not of sharp contrast. In case of features like the sunspot the dark regions of 

the sunspot has zeros or values close to zero but to estimate Fried's parameter in images 

w here the background is not zero we can use the derivative of the number of 'negatives' 

in the image to get the true roo At 1"0 lower than the true 1"0' even in the presence of a DC 

level the inverse filtering process removes the higher spatial frequencies abruptly and hence 

negative excursions are seen. At 1"0 close to the true 1"0 the number of 'negatives' in the 

image falls to a lower value but tends to retain the same number of 'negatives' thereafter. 

Hence, we find that a derivative of the number of 'negatives' is a good indicator of the 

true 1"0' However the accuracy in estimation of T"o using dNld1"o also depends on the error 

in our estimation of the background and its removal. 

The simulations were done the following way. We simulate a point source convolved with 

the atmospheric psf. The atmospheric psf is the long exposure psf and the functional form 

is, 

(4) 

where>. is the mean wavelength of observation, f is the spatial frequency and 1"0 is the 

Fried's parameter. The deconvolution is performed in the Fourier domain using the inverse 

filtering process for psf's generated for various values of roo We inverse Fourier transform 
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the filtered image and count the number of 'negatives' in the image which is used as an 

estimator of the Fried's parameter roo Here we present the results of two cases. Back

grounds of 0.1 and 1.0 are in arbitrary units of intensity added to the psf. We assume 

that the object is unresolved and hence what we observe is the atmospheric psf itself. 

The simulations were done with background levels of 0.1 and 1.0 (in arbitrary units). A 

normalised atmospheric psf is what we use in the simulations and a background of 1.0 and 

0.1 is with respect to this normalised psf. 

Fig (1) is the plot of the number of 'negatives' for different values of the Fried's parameter 

roo Here in Fig (1) we assume that the background strength is exactly known and \\'e 

remove it. We plot the number of 'negatives' N for different values of'ro for various levels 

of background removed. We can see that the image in which the background is low the 

tolerance to error in background removal is high. Fig (2) is the plot of N for different 

values of '0 assuming 99% of the background is removed. For sake of comparison in all 

the plots we have the plots of N vs '0 at two different background levels. Fig (3) is the 

plot N vs 'ro with 90% of the background removed. We can see that the image in which 

the background was 1.0 has already lost the presence of minima at the true '0' Fig (-1:) 
is the plot of N for various values of'ro with 75% of the background subtracted from the 

observed image. The image with a. background of 0.1 gives a minimum at the true 'ro but 

we can see the minima losing the identity with error in removal of the background. In 

Fig (5) we can see that when we remove only 50% of the background, both the images 

with background 1.0 and 0.1 background levels do not show a minimum at the true 'ro , 

which in our case is equal to 0.6. Fig (6) is the plot of dN/dro for different values of '0 
without removal of the background. When the background level is 0.1 and 1.0 the maxima 

in dN/dro is at T'0=0.6 (true 10) and 'ro=0.5 respectively. 

In the presence of a background the method of using the number of 'negatives' for es

timating the '0 can be done (~ither by the removal of the background or by using the 

derivative dN/dro. Using the derivative is useful when the background level is unknown, 

but presence of high ba,ckground level in the image will result in underestimation of roo 

We also note that alt.ough the number of artifacts/negatives is sensitive to the assumed 

background level, the slope of the va.riation of the number N with the parameter '0 can 

be used to detect the actual value of' I~. However we can sec that this sta.tement becomes 

invalid for very high background intensities. In Fig(6) we can see tha,t as the background 

level goes up, the va.lue dN/dro underestimates the va.lue of '0' 

The photon noise which is intrinsic also plays a,n important role. In the presence of a. high 

background sa~' intensity N per pixel, the photon noise will be ..IN. The signa,1 t.o noise 
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Figure 1: Plot of number of 'nega.tives' N for va.rious values of 1'0 assuming complete 

knowledge of background JeveJ.(true fa = 0.6 units) 

ratio in the image a.ssuming photon noise as the only source of noise is../N. Therefore 

the signa.l to noise per pixel will improve with more photons but estimation of 1'0 is accu

rate when the ba.ckground is low. When the amplitude of the noise fluctuations becomes 

larger t.ha.n the fluctuations in the convolved image, it is not possible to use this method 

to estima.te the Fried's parameter. 
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ba.ckground is removed.(true ro = 0.6 units) 
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Search for Fried's Parameter in 

Globular Cluster image t 

3.1 Introduction 

In the earlier chapter (Krishnakumar & Venkatakrishnan 1997) we used a parameter 

search method on simulated long exposure images to determine the Fried's parameter 

ro accurately even in the presence of noise. We use this technique on the image of 

the globular cluster NGC1904 observed using a ground based optical telescope and 

obtain the Fried's parameter in different parts of the image. We compare these 

results obtained using parameter search method with the Fried's parameter obtained 

using a conventional method and show that the results obtained using two different 

methods are in good agreement. 

3.2 Parametric Search Method 

We assume a simple image degradation model which is 

t Krishnakumar V., Venkatakrishnan P., Astron. Astrophys. Supp!. Ser. 126,177-181 (1997) 
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Cbapter 3 31 

i(x, y) = o(x, y) * h(x,y) + n(x,y) 

where i(x,y) is the true object intensity distribution, h(x,y) is the atmospheric in

tensity psf, n(x,y) is the noise, and x and yare the coordinates in the physical space, 

while * denotes convolution. We assume here that the noise is additive. 

The long exposure atmospheric psf in the Fourier domain is 

(3.1) 

here A is the mean wavelength of observation, and To is the Fried's parameter. The 

value of a has been theoretically calculated (Fried 1966) and experimentally verified 

[5] and is equal to 5/3. The spatial frequency coordinates are denoted by u and v. 

The observed image i(x,y) is given as the input to the algorithm. The value of). and a 

range in To is also given as the input. The observed image i(x,y) in which the Fried's 

parameter has to be found is Fourier transformed. The atmospheric psf is generated 

in the Fourier domain. The image is inverse filtered and inverse transformed to the 

physical space. We count the number of negative pixels in the inverse filtered image. 

Now the original image is again inverse filtered in the Fourier domain and the above 

process in repeated. Each time the number of negative pixels is counted and stored 

in an array. The value of TO for which the number of negative pixels is a minimum 

is the true To. 

Even in the presence of noise the minima in N occurs at true To. The results of 

simulations both in the presence and absence of noise has been discussed in the 

earlier chapter (Krishnakumar & Venkatakrishnan 1997) . 

The parametric search method works for point sourtes as well as for extended sources. 

The validation of the method was done by estimating;. the Fried's parameter using; 

the parameter search method and using conventional methods like fitting gaussian 

profile to the point source and using the full width at half maximum (FWHM) as a 

measure of seeing. In the following section we describe the method used to validate 

the method. 
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3.3 Parametric Search on Globular Cluster NGC1904 

We were looking for an image with many point sources in order to estimate the 

Fried's parameter using conventional methods like fitting a gaussian and using its 

FWHM as a measure of the Fried's parameter To. We chose an image of the globular 

cluster NGC1904 (observed by Prof. RamSagar and Mr. Alok Gupta at the Vainu 

Bappu Observatory using the 2.34m Optical telescope) for this purpose. 

The image is a 1024 x 1024 pixel CCD image with a plate scale of 0.6". The mean 

wavelength of observation is 5656A. The image of the globular cluster NGC1904 is 

shown in Fig (3.1). The field is approximately 10 arcminute x 10 arcminute. The 

isoplanaticity of the sky is not expected to be of that size. We divide the observed 

image into smaller sections, each of 50 arc seconds x 50 arcseconds. The parametric 

search algorithm is run on each such small sub image and the Fried's parameter is 

estimated. Since the plate scale and the mean wavelength of observation is known. 

the Fried's parameter can be now converted to "seeing" in arcseconds in the physlcal 

domain. 

On each subimage there are several point sources. A best fit gaussian is made for 

each point source in the sub image and the average FWHM is estimated. This 

directly gives the seeing in pixel units. The plate scale is known and hence seeing is 

calculated in terms of arcseconds. A factor of 1.12 needs to be multiplied to these 

values to take care of the non-gaussian nature of the Fried's coherence function. 
, 

Fig (3.2) gives the plot of the seeing estimated both using the parameter search 

method and also using the average FWHM of the gaussians (corrected for the non

gaussian nature of the atmospheric psf) in each sub image. We see a similar trend 

in the seeing estimated using the two different methods. The values obtained using 

the two different methods agree within the error limits. 
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3.4 Discussions and Conclusions 

The main result of this chapter is the practical demonstration of the successful work

ing of the parameter search method. The choice of a star cluster to test the method is 

very appropriate because the entire object occupies several isoplanatic patches while 

each stellar member of the cluster provides a point source to provide an unambigu

ous psf. We see here that the conventional method of fitting a gaussian profile and 

FWHM of the gaussian fit used as a measure of the Fried's parameter matches well 

with the Fried's parameter obtained using the parameter search method. 

The parameter search method, unlike other techniques, does not look for any specific 

features in the observed image. This makes it useful in estimating the long expos

ure atmospheric psf when imaging extended sources like Sun. This is a major step 

towards recovering information upto the diffraction limit from the atmospherically 

degraded images imaged using ground based optical telescopes. The presence of 

optical abberations in the telescope will lead to further degradations. The optical 

abberations in the telescope do not change over very short time scales and hence it 

is possible to characterise the abberations in the telescope and remove their contri

butions in the final image. 

Using the parameter search method we have shown that it is possible to obtain the 

long exposure atmospheric OTF and hence the atmospheric OTF can, in principle, 

be deconvolved from the observed image. In practice, it is not straightforward to 

perform this deconvoluiton in the presence of noise. Associated with any imaging 

instrument and the detector is the noise. This noise gets added to the final image. 

On the other hand, there are standard techniques to treat noise in deconvolution, 

and one can use these to extract the maximum possible information about the higher 

spatial frequencies. 
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Figure 3.1: Image of globular cluster NGC1904 observed using tbe 2.34m Optical 

telescope at Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur. The mean wavelengtb of observa

tion js 5656A. 
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Figure 3.2: Plot of seeing estimate obtained usjng Parametric search method and 

seejng estjmated using average of FWHM X 1.12 (the factor of 1.12 is InultjpHed 

with the FWHM to take care of the non gaussian nature of the Fried's coberence 

function) 
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Seeing estimated using average Seeing estimated using 

Frame number FWHM of gaussian fit Parametric Search 

x 1.12 (in arcseconds) (in arcseconds) 

1 2.29 ± 0.22 2.28 

2 2.32 ± 0.12 2.50 

3 2.27 ± 0.33 2.28 

4 2.40 ± 0.07 2.40 

5 2.32 ± 0.09 2.27 

6 2.53 ± 0.04 2.50 

7 2.27 ± 0.23 2.28 

8 2.32 ± 0.14 2.45 

9 2.35 ± 0.46 2.67 

10 2.33 ± 0.14 2.57 

11 2.50 ± 0.10 2.85 

12 2.36 ± 0.09 2.40 

13 2.44 ± 0.33 2.76 

14 1.96 ± 0.21 2.26 

15 2.05 ± 0.30 2.92 

16 2.65 ± 0.26 3.42 

17 2.11 ± 0.14 2.31 

18 2.50 ± 0.20 2.85 



A Filter for Restoration of Images 

Degraded by Atmospheric 

Turbulence 

4.1 Introduction 

The aim of any restoration procedure is to restore the image without loss of inform

ation of the object. In case of astronomical imaging, the limits on resolution is set 

by the intervening atmosphere. 

Even with bigger and bigger telescopes it is not possible to get the object information 

in entirety. This is because of the gradients in refractive index in the atmosphere. 

The gradients in refractive index are due to thermal gradients in the atmosphere and 

these gradients fluctuate in time. Random phase delays introduced in the wavefront 

degrade the image recorded using ground based telescopes: The statistics of the 

behavior of these gradients have been studied, both theoretically and experimentally 

(Bouricius & Clifford 19,70; Clifford et al. 1971; Buser 1971). 

In any imaging, the information recorded dep ends on the intervening medium between 

the object and the imaging instrument, the psf of the imaging instrument, and the 

inevitable noise associated with any measurement. The psf of the imaging instru-

36 
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ment is deterministic. We can determine the instrument psf in the lab by imaging an 

unresolved source within the spatial extent of the psf of the image forming system. 

Any restoration procedure tries to restore the blurred noisy image with information 

as close to the diffraction limit as possible. But, we need efficient filtering techniques 

to recover object information from images which are degraded by noise apart from 

blurring. 

Filters for noise suppression and high frequency restoration of images degraded by 

long exposure atmospheric point spread function is presented in this chapter. We 

also discuss a Wiener filter where the object sharpness is used as a criterion and the 

filter function is derived by minimising this criterion. We discuss some kinds of noise 

and try to estimate the filter function to enhance the high frequency information in 

the object estimate. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these filters 

at different signal to noise ratios. We also show the results obtained after applying 

these filters on simulations and on real images. 

To obtain diffraction limited images we need to know the sources of image degrada

tion. Here, we will deal with the problem of high frequency restoration of information 

in images in the presence of noise. 

4.2 Long exposure and short exposure point spread 

function 

Before we deal with the problem of image restoration we will discuss briefly the long 

exposure and short exposure atmospheric point spread function. The functional form 

oflong exposure atmospheric psf is symmetric in the physical space, hence its Fourier 

transform is real in the Fourier space. Short exposure psf is not symmetric in the 

physical space and hence it is a complex quantity in the Fourier space. Therefore 

the object's Fourier phase gets corrupted in the case of short exposure imaging. The 

reason why we go in for short exposure imaging is because the modulation transfer 

ftinction (MTF) of long exposure atmospheric psf falls off rapidly at higher Fourier 
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frequencies compared to the short exposure MTF. Hence noise contamination is 

higher at higher frequencies in the case of long exposure images. The functional 

form of the long exposure atmospheric psf is such that even though the MTF falls 

off rapidly it does not go to zero. This property of the long exposure MTF has been 

exploited to obtain the Fried's parameter ro in the earlier chapter. 

4.3 Image restoration 

Conventional image degradation model is given by, 

i(±,y) = o(x,y) * hex, y) + n(x,y) (4.1) 

in the physical space, and in the Fourier space, 

I(!) = O(!)H(1) + NU) (4.2) 

where fis a function of u and v (spatial frequency variables), o(x, y) is the true object 

intensity distribution, hex, y) is the intensitypsf, n(x, y) is the noise, and i(x, y) is the 

degraded image; * denotes convolution; x and yare the coordinates in the physical 

space; OU), H(j), N(f) and I(j) are their respective Fourier transforms. 

The problem with direct deconvolution procedures like inverse filtering is that the 

deconvolution becomes ill-conditioned as H(!) -t O. The general rule is to reduce 

large inverse values at high spatial frequencies since it is only at these high spatial 

frequencies the noise ~ high which leads to severe noise amplification by large inverse 

values. To counter this one can tune the inverse filter and reduce any large inverse 

values at high frequencies and hence control the noise amplification. These kinds 

of filtering does not lead to exact inverse and instead an approximate inverse is 

performed. In the next section we discuss the different kinds of noise associated with 

CeD imaging. 
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4.4 Kinds of noise 

The restoration of images in the presence of noise poses a challenge even with ad

vanced techniques available for ima.ge restora.tion in the presence of noise. IT the 

noise frequencies and object frequencies are present at different frequency intervals 

then one can use a window and retrieve the true object information. The problem 

of image restoration becomes severe when the noise spectrum occupies the same 

spectral interval as the object information. 

We will discuss few kinds of noise (Newberry, 1994) which is of importance to us 

and discuss their respective power spectrums. 

1) Thermal or Johnson Noise 

2) Shot Noise 

3) 7 Noise 

4) Quantizing Noise 

Thermal or Johnson nOIse occurs because of the variations in electron density 

caused due to the thermal motion of the electron gas. The fluctuation in density of 

electrons lead to variations in potential difference between the electrical contacts of 

the recording instrument. The possible frequencies are unlimited and is termed as 

White Noise. The term white noise refers to the spectral shape of the noise power 

spectrum. 

Shot noise is characteristic of any system where the charge collection occurs statist

ically. For example, ip minority carriers flowing across a junction diode, or across 

the base of a junction transistor to the collector. These fluctuations can also occur 

at any frequency and hence the noise is termed as White Noise. 

'7 noise is determined by unknown effects at surfaces, contacts and barriers. It is 

associated with generation and recombination of minority carriers in semiconductor 

devices. 

Quantizing noise occurs because of the limited capabilities of digital equipments. 

The digital equipments have a certain number of digits to display. These instruments 
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can be no more accurate that the number of digits they can"handle. 

In case of CeD imaging, the kinds of noise introduced in the image are, 

1) Readout Noise 

2) Dark Count 

3) Background Noise 

4) Processing Noise 

Readout Noise: When the signal generated by light falling on a CeD is collected, 

amplified and converted to a digital value one or more of the above discussed noise 

degrades the signal. The noise added to each of the pixel by reading the signal is 

called readout noise. 

Dark Counts: Even when light is not falling on the CCD electrons accumulate in 

the CCD. This adds to the signal generated when light from source falls on it. The 

rate at which this dark current is produced increases with increasing temperature. 

Background Noise: A most commonly overlooked source of noise is this Back

ground noise. Light, from natural skyglow, moonlight, or light pollution contributes 

to the signal collected by the CCD. This background adds to the photons generated 

by the true signal. Also any photon measurements have inherent uncertainty which 

adds to the noise. The presence of this background noise severely degrades the 

observation. 

In general, the image we record can be written as, 

~ 

i(x, y) = io(x,y) + ibkgd(X,y) + idark(X, y) + ibiQs(X,y) + ip(x,y) (4.3) 

where io(x,y) is the blurred image intensity distribution, ibkgd(X,y) is the intensity 

contribution from background radiation, idark( X, y) is the contribution of thermo elec

trons, i bias is the contribution from the CCD and ip(x,y) is the gaussian distributed 

read out noise. 

The noise model can thus be modeled as, 

(4.4) 
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Figure 4.1: Power spectrum of noise obtained from a COD image. A small area free 

from object information is selected and used for noise power estimation. 

To model n(x,y) in the real image we do the following. In the real image we take 

a part of the image where object information does not exist. We find the power 

spectrum of this small portion of the image. The power spectrum has been obtained 

for a two dimensional image. For the sake of clari ty we plot a cut across the power 

spectrum. Fig (4.1) is an example of the power spectrum obtained from a small 

area of a CCD image obtained at Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur, India. Bias 

subtraction and flat fielding has been done on the entire image before the power 

spectrum is estimated. 

The power spectrum of noise in this real image gives us an idea of the noise level in 

the image. Also we get an idea of the FWHM of the noise power which can be used 

as an input for constructing the filter. 

We see in Fig (4.1) that the low frequency power is higher than the high frequency 

power. Hence in the Wiener filter we use this information as an input for the Wiener 

parameter. 
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4.5 Filter for image restoration 

The image we record is blurred by the point spread functio~ of the medium and noise 

added to this blurred image. The task is to measure the image by removing the blur 

and the noise. Our aim is to find a filter which when a.pplied to the blurred noisy 

image will give as output an object estimate which is as close to the true object as 

possible. We will estimate the true object from the degraded image such that the 

least square error between the estimated object and the true object is minimised. 

IT 6 is the object estimate, then 

(4.5) 

is minimised. 

From this we obtain a filter (Goldman 1953), 

(4.6) 

We need information on the power spectrum of the true object and the noise to build 

this filter. The noise power spectrum can be modeled by assuming that beyond a 

certain cut off frequency the Fourier components of the image does not contribute and 

hence those Fourier frequencies beyond the cut off frequency are noise contribution. 

We can then extrapolate the power spectrum of noise into the lower frequency domain 

and hence model the noise. 

In deriving this filter function we try to minimise the least square error in the estim

ated object to the true object. Additional constraints could be placed on the error 

estimate and different :filter functions can be obtained. (Peter A. Jansson 1997) 
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4.6 Object sharpness as a criterion for image res

toration 

Frieden (1975), considers the above problem where he introduces a criterion called 

the sharpness criterion, 

(4.7) 

where f is a function of u and v. The integration is performed from -Ie to + Ie 
where Ie is the cut off frequency. Above this cut off frequency the data contain no 

information about the object o(x). The term Id~~)12 is based on the assumption 

that the object intensity distribution is a smooth function of x and does not have 

sharp discontinuities. We seek to minimise the equation which includes both the 

mean square error criterion used earlier in the conventional Wiener filter and the 

sharpness of the solution such that, 

(J 14>(f)[O(J) * H(f) + N(f)] - O(J)1 2df + (J( d~jI) dz) 209 minimised. (4.8) 

Setting the integrand to 0, we get 

H(f)¢>o(f) 1 
¢>(J) = (H(f)24>o + cPn)( 1 + (J f2) (4.9) 

The efficiency of these filters depends on the noise level in the recorded image. 

For efficient implementation of the above filters discussed we need the estimate of the 

ratio of the noise power to the signal power. This ratio is referred to as the Wiener 

parameter. The noise power spectrum might be fiat, smooth or tilted. A reasonable 

nojse model has to be assumed to get an image restored with minimum least square 

error between the restored and the true object. The image restoration procedure is 

highly dependent on the noise model we assume. But any reasonable hypothesis of 

the noise model close to the true noise power spectrum will yield restorations with 

minimum least square error between the true object and the estimated object. 

The power spectrum of noise in CCD images have higher low frequency power than 

at high frequencies. Hence we will try to model the low frequency power spectrum of 
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noise. We model the low frequency part of the power spectrum of the noise and the 

object using a gaussian function with varying width. Let the low frequency Fourier 

spectrum of the object be, 

(4.10) 

and the low frequency spectrum of the noise be, 

(4.11 ) 

where (j~ and C1~ are the widths of the low frequency part of the power spectrum of 

the object and the noise respectively. 

Hence the ratio of these two will be, 

( 4.12) 

It is reasonable to assume that (j~ is always greater that C1~. 

Panel 1 in Fig (4.2) is a test object. Panel 2 is the blurred noisy image with a 

signal to noise ratio equal to 200. The noise added to the image is a gaussian 

distributed random noise. If we assume the signal to noise ratio a constant at all 

Fourier frequencies, then the Wiener parameter is a constant at all frequencies. Fig 

(4.3) is the power spectrum of a gaussian distributed noise. Panel 1 in Fig (4.4) is 

the plot of the mean square error versus different values of Wiener parameter for 

an image with signal to noise ratio equal to 200. Panel 2 in Fig (4.4) is the plot of 

the mean square errqf versus different values of Wiener parameter for an image with 

signal to noise ratio equal to 50. Panel 1 in Fig (4.5) is mean square error estimated 

for an image with signal to noise ratio equal to 200. Panel 2 in (4.5) is an estimation 

of mean square error for an image with signal to noise ratio equal to .50. 

4.7 Deconvolution in the presence of noise 

. The recovery of signal from blurred noisy image demands a good idea about the 

blurring function and a good statistical knowledge of the noise in the image. 
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Figure 4.2: Panel 1 is the true object's Fourier spectrum and Panel 2 is the Fourier 

spectrum of the blurred noisy image of the object in panel 1. The signal to noise 

ratio is 200. 
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Figure 4.4: Panel 1: Plot of mean square error versus Wiener parameter ( SIN = 

200) Panel 2: Plot of mean square error versus Wiener parameter (SIN = 50) 
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In any imaging the signal or the image we record are all corrupted by more th.an 

one kind of noise. In case of ground based astronomical imaging the background 

noise plays an important role in image degradation. This background noise is a 

combination of the natural skyglow and the inherent noise associated with the photon 

measurements. Added to this could be the moonlight or light pollution in some cases. 

The noise which gets added to the image is a combination of different kinds of noise 

which degrades th.e original image at every stage. Hence it is appropriate to consider 

noise as a function of frequency and try to restore images. 

Now, the image degradation model in the Fourier space as, 

/(1) = O(J)H(1) + N(f) (4.13 ) 

where H (1) is the point spread function of the medium, in our case it is the atmo

spheric point spread function and N (J) is the frequency dependent noise. 

HU) 
¢(J) = H2 (/) + rPn(f) 

rl>o{j) 

(4.14) 

here ::UJ is not replaced by a constant as was done in the case of a conventional 

Wiener filter. 

We consider an object which has sharp discontinuities in the physical space so that 

it has higher Fourier frequencies. In Fig (4.6), the 3 different panels shows the 

frequency response of the Wiener filter, the frequency response of the filter obtained 

by including the sha'rpness in the object in the minimizing criterion and the filter 

derived by modeling the noise power spectrum and hence the Wiener parameter is 

not held a constant but rather is modeled from a small area in the observed image 

itself, as described earlier. 

To test the restoration of the filter we construct an object which has high frequency 

components. Panel 1 in Fig (4.1) is an example of such an object. The blurring 

function is taken to be a long exposure point spread function. Frequency dependent 

noise is added to this blurred image. The signal to noise ratio in this example 

is roughly 200. To check for the dependence of the filter's frequency response 
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to the Wiener parameter, the restorations were carried out for various values of the 

Wiener parameter. We also tested for the dependence of the restoration with error 

in estimation of the width of the true point spread function. In all these simulations 

the noise added to the image is gaussian distributed. 

In the next section we show with some examples the restoration of images using 

these filters, their advantages over the others at different signal to noise ratios. The 

perfonnance of these filters also depend on our a priori knowledge about the psf 

which has blurred the true object. 

4.8 Simulation of objects and restoration using dif

ferent filters: 

We will use the Fourier spectrum of the true object shown in panel 1 in Fig (4.1) 

in our simulations. We try to recover the true object's Fourier spectrum from the 

Fourier spectrum of blurred noisy images generated with different signal to noise 

ratios. We will confine ourselves to restoration of imag~s at signal to noise ratios 50 

and 200. To determine the sensitivity of the restoration procedure we plot the mean 

square error between the restored Fourier spectrum and the Fourier spectrum of the 

true image as a function of the free parameter in the filters. The free parameter 

in conventional Wiener filter is the Wiener parameter and the free parameter in the 

noise modeled Wiener filter is the FWHM of the noise power spectrum. We see that 

the overall mean square error is less in the case of restoration using noise modeled 

Wiener filtered Fourier spectra compared to the ones restored using conventional 

Wiener fihering. 

The restorations were tried out for different values of Wiener parameter and different 

widths for the noise power spectrum. Fig (4.7) is one such of restorations. These 

restorations were performed on images with signal to noise ratio equal to 200. Panel 

1 is the Fourier spectrum obtained using the conventional Wiener filter for filtering 

the noisy spectrum, panel 2 is the Fourier spectrum of the noisy image obtained 
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using the Wiener filter with object sharpness criterion and panel 3 is the Fourier 

spectrum. obtained using the Wiener filter where noise is modeled. We see that the 

recovery of the high frequency information is more pronounced in the case of noise 

modeled Wiener filter compared to the other two filters. The plots of mean square 

error versus Wiener parameter in the conventional Wiener filtering and the plot of 

mean square error versus the FWHM of function describing the noise to signal ratio 

are given in Fig (4.4) and Fig (4.5) respectively. 

For a. realistic simulation of images degraded by atmospheric turbulence the following 

was done. 

An object intensity distribution is simulated and is convolved with the short exposure 

atmospheric psf. The short exposure psfwas generated the following way. We assume 

a power spectral density of the form (Tatarski, 1961), 

L11 / 3 

p(f) = (1 + j; LDu/6 (4.15) 

where Lo is the aperture size or the outer scale of turbulence and k the spatial 

frequency is given as j = /(u2 + V2). This is taken to be the power spectral density 

of the turbulence. This is now multiplied with exp(i 4», where ¢ is the random 

phase generated uniformly between -¢ and +</:J. This resulting pattern in u,v space 

is Fourier transformed to yield one realisation of the wavefront. The object intensity 

distribution is convolved with the simulated short exposure psf. The result is a short 

exposure image of the object. A gaussian noise is a.dded to this degraded image. 

Several such noisy degraded images are realised. These noisy degraded images are , 

used as test images for processing using the Wiener filter with frequency dependent 

Wiener parameter for image recovery and restoration. 

For different values of signal to noise ratio and also for varying values of outer scale 

of turbulence Lo simulations were done. The results are presented here. Fig (4.8) is 

the true object intensity distribution used in the simulations. Fig (4.9) is the short 

exposure image of the object with noise and Fig (4.10) is the restored image. Fig 

(4.8) was generated by an power spectral density with outer scale of turbulence equal 

to 250cm. The width of the filter used in the Fourier space is 0.3. The number of 
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short exposures added is 50. The signal to noise ratio in the image is 100. 

In the restored image we see that the high frequency information is restored to a 

great extent. The sharp edges are clearly seen and the four squares are distinctly 

seen. 

4.9 Application of Filters on real images 

4.9.1 Images of Globular cluster 

We used the image of Globular cluster NGC1904. (observed by Prof. RamSagar and 

Mr. Alok Gupta using the 2.34m telescope at the Vainu Bappu observatory, Kavalur, 

India). The mean wavelength of observation is 5656A. The image is roughly 60 

arcseconds x 60 arcseconds. This image is cut into small portions of 5 arcsecond x 

5 arcseconds. Here we show a restoration of one portion of the image. Fig (4.14) is 

a. contour map of a part of the Globular cluster NGC1904. Fig (4.15) is the image 

restored using the Wiener filter in which the noise to signal ratio is modeled. A 

Wiener parameter of 0.01 is used in both the filters. 

4.9.2 Comet images 

To test the filter restoration was performed on images of comets observed at the 

Vainu Bappu observatory, Kavalur, India. The observations were carried out in 1m 

and 2m telescopes. The details of observations are, 

Telescope 1m 

Filter R 

Central Wavelength 6000A 

Bandwidth 1000 

Plate Scale -16" / mm 
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Telescope 2m 

Filter R 

Central Wavelength 6000..4 

Bandwidth 1000 

Plate Scale 24/1 / mm 

The details of the CCD camera which was used for imaging are as follows. In 1m 

telescope the CCD camera used had the following characteristics. It is a Tek1024 

CCD camera. The CCD camera used in the 2m telescope had a gain of 5.ge/ ADU 

measured with 16 bits. Noise at 7.2 e- rms. At 4X setting, the gain is 1.4 e/ ADU. 

In the 1m telescope for a gain of 13 e/ ADU the noise is 7 e- rms. The data we get 

. is 16 bit data. It is a Thomson 512 X 378 pixel chip with a plate scale of 16" per 

pixel. 

4.9.3 Results 

The object was observed using a CeD camera. This image is then flat fielded 

and bias subtracted. This flat fielded and bias subtracted image is then Fourier 

transformed and 'multiplied in the Fourier space with the Wiener filter. We can see 

structures in the restored image all the way upto 40 arcseconds. The central region 

is blocked so that the other fainter features are seen when the image is displayed. 

Fig (4.11),Fig (4.12) and Fig (4.13) are the original images and the restored images 

of the comet. The image on top is the original image and the images displayed at 

the bottom are the restored image. The bow like structures far away from the core 

and finer features near the core are seen in the restored image. 

4.10 Discussions and Conclusion 

In this chapter we have attempted to highlight the problem of image restoration in 

the presence of noise. Here we have considered the noise introduced when an image 

is observed using a CCD camera. Several attempts have been made and are being 
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Figure 4.8: Simulated object intensity distribution 

Figure 4.9: Blurred and Noisy image 

Figure 4.10: Image obtained by successive addition of short exposure image filtered 

using noise modeled Wiener filter 
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Figure 4.11: On the left is'the image of comet Hale Bopp as observed at the 2.3 ill 

optical telescope at Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur, India. The image on the 

right is the restored image. 

Figure 4.12: On the left is the image of comet Hale Bopp as ob8erved at the 2.3 ill 

optical telescope at Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur, India. The image on the 

right is the restored image. 
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Figure 4.13: On the left is the image of comet HaJe Bopp as observed at the 2.3 m 

optical telescope at Vai.nu Bappu Observaiory, KavaluE1 India.. The image on the 

right is the restored image. 
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Figure 4.14: Contour map oES" X 5" portion of the original image afthe globular 

cluster NGCl904. 
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Figure 4.15: Contour map of the image filtered using Wiener filter constructed using 

noise model. The dotted line corresponds to negative values. Wiener parameter W 

is 0.01. 

made to alleviate the problem of image restoration in the presence of noise. Since 

noise is not a deterministic process we try to model the ratio of the noise to signal 

power. We have shown that any reasonable hypothesis for obtaining the Wiener 

parameter can restore some of the high frequency features. Noise contributes over a 

wide range of Fourier frequencies hence, any attempt to remove noise removes some 

of the true object's information. 

If the seeing is poor, then the higher frequencies in the Fourier spectrum of the 

observed object is attenuated more. In this chapter we have shown that even with 

a signal to noise ratio of 200 it is difficult to recover the higher Fourier frequency 

information in entirety. Therefore we lLeed especially good sites for astronomical 

observations. 

The technique we have discussed in this chapter is applicable only to long exposure 

images. If we are looking for changes in the object with time scales of few milliseconds 

then we necessarily have to go in for short exposure or speckle imaging. There are 

techniques like blind iterative deconvolution which restores images using a single 
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frame. In these techniques Fourier modulus error is an important constraint. Since 

the short atmosphere psf is not symmetric in the physical space the atmospheric 

phase corrupts the phase of the object. Restoration of these short exposure images 

introduces spurious phase information in the restored image. Instead of specklegrams 

if long exposure images are used, phase information is retained to a large extent to 

constrain the ambiguities of rotation and translation which one encounters with phase 

retrieval (Jefferies, & Christou 1993) 

A stable sky for few seconds is a prerequisite to obtain maximum information from 
I 

a. long exposure image. We have seen that noise plays an important role in image 

restoration. Any attempt to remove noise tampers with the true object information 

since there is no specific frequency interval in which noise alone exists. Measurement 

noise effects on image restoration are quite important under low light level conditions 

(Roggemann, Welsh & Fugate 1997). 

Artifacts get produced in the restored image when the signal to noise ratio is low. 

Each technique has got its own limitations when it comes to recovery of true object 

information from the blurred noisy image. The classical inverse filtering and the 

Wiener filtering are linear filtering methods. There are nonlinear image restoration 

algorithms 1) Maximum-likelihood estimation is a method where the object and im

age are treated as probability density functions and we try to estimate the most likely 

object to have resulted in the measured image. 2) Blind deconvolution algorithm is 

a constrained iterative method which results in joint estimation of the true object 

and the psf. 3) CLEAN algorithm- This iterative algorithm which uses success

ive subtraction of properly weighted and located dirty psf's located at the brightest 

point in the image. This process is completed until the residual image in the original 

array reaches the rms noise level of the data, 4) Maximum entropy algorithm - This 

method is based on maximizing a specialised measure of error based on the concept 

of entropy used in information theory. 5) Super resolution algorithms - Here the is is 

to obtain an accurate estimate of the object spectrum within the measured passband 

and to reconstruct the object's spectrum outside the passband. 

Any linear processing method cannot generate nonzero values at unmeasured spatial 
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frequencies and cannot extrapolate into noise contaminated regions of the Fourier 

frequency plane. Here we do not attempt for information beyond the resolution 

limit of the telescope. We are trying to recover the information upto the diffraction 

limit of the telescope. IT D is the diameter of the telescope then the spatial cut off 

frequency of the telescope is t:e1ell = D / A. The Fried's parameter ro characterising 

the atmospheric psf limits the cut off frequency to f~tm = ro /).' It is this information 

lying between the atmospheric cut off spatial frequency f: tm and the telescope cut off 

spatial frequency fc e1ell which we are trying to recover. We have tried to show that 

simple linear filtering methods with reasonable estimate of the blurring function and 

noise can restore images with information about the object lying between f: tm and 

fce1ea • The restoration of comet images and the globular cluster images using linear 

filtering techniques shows the possibility of obtaining information beyond f~tm. 

Fig (4.16) is the plot of amplitude of the Fourier spectrum at a spatial frequency 

as a function of the Fried's parameter. This is to highlight the problem of contrast 

reduction in the observed image with changing atmospheric conditions. We can see 

that as the Fried's parameter changes the strength of the higher spatial frequency 

falls at a faster rate than the the rate at which the lower frequency strength changes. 

The main motivation of this work is towards understanding the linear image restor

ation methods. Iterative processing methods like maximum entropy method, blind 

iterative deconvolution etc., are computationally intensive procedures and the pro

cessing needs to be done offline. Our future plan is to try and implement the linear 

filtering method discussed in this chapter on the telescope to produce high resolution 

images online. 

Optical disturbances like the photometric stability of the sky, scattered light from 

the atmosphere and the telescope, image motion, and size of the isoplanatic patch all 

playa crucial role in the resolution of the final image. 

In Fig (4.16) we see that at smaller values of Fried's parameter the reduction of the 

value of the amplitude is more pronounced in the case of all the frequencies. As we go 

tQ higher values of ro we see that the attenuation of high frequency component is high 
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Figure 4.16: Plot of amplitude of the Fourier frequencies with changing Fried's 

parameter. + - low spatial frequency component, * - intermediate spatial frequency 

component, - High frequency component 

compared to the low frequency component. As the value of the Fried's parameter ro 

becomes smaller then the value of the Fourier amplitude will reach the value of the 

noise at those frequencies. 

CCD system noise level is photon-shot noise limited in the case of high light levels and , 
at low light levels the CCD system is readout noise limited (Mackay 1986). Intrapixel 

nonuniformity has been largely ignored. Although CCD's are fiat some of them are 

thin membranes suspended by their edges. They show surface nonuniformities of 

typically 70p. peak to peak. The electronic hardware systems driving the CeD 

themselves have significant effect on the data taken at a telescope. Ground loop 

problems between the dewar and the driver electronics, within the driver electronics 

or between the driver electronics and the computer system can cause interference 

with the readout electronics, giving rise to patterns that are synchronized with the 

line frequency. Electrical noise from motors, light dimmers, or computer parts can 

be picked up by the detector system. Electronic drift can cause background levels 

to change during the readout of one frame over a longer period. This problem can 

be overcome by reading more pixels in each row than are physically there. In this 
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process we get dark pixels at the end of each row of data which can be used to 

monitor variations of dark level and readout noise. It is very important that the 

astronomer is on the lookout for these problems since the above discussed problems 

can significantly contribute to the noise level in the data (Mackay 1986). Hence it 

is imperative that we model the noise in the data. In this chapter we have shown 

that a. simple hypothesis of the ratio of the noise power spectrum to the signal power 

spectrum results in superlative results. 

Apart from the availa.bility of good observational site and good detector systems we 

need good computing facilities to support the observations. For implementing image 

restoration techniques we need fast computing machines. New techniques like phase 

diverse speckle restoration have been used to produce good quality images. This 

technique will be discussed in some detail in the next chapter. The requirements to 

use techniques like phase diverse speckle restoration are several workstations working 

in parallel over many weeks to produce 178 frames of high quality data (Lofdahl 

1997). It is necessary to have image selection algorithms which would select the best 

images online. If we are looking for features which are undergoing changes every few 

seconds then the frames have to be acquired at those speeds. 



Application of High Resolution 

Imaging : Dynamics of G band 

Bright Points I t 

5.1 Introduction 

The horizontal and vertical motions associated with the supergranulation concentrate 

the magnetic fields at the cell boundaries. The photospheric magnetic fields extend 

upto the chromosphere. Together the photospheric and chromospheric magnetic 

fields are responsible '-for the excess heating which manifests itself as a brightening 

in different photospheric lines, center of Ha etc.,This is seen to happen in super 

granulation network. Since the network is bright, it is thought that the magnetic: 

field should be responsible for the brightening. 

The bright point images imply a close correlation between the bright point and the 

magnetic field. The observed correlation is so close that the photograph of the bright 

t Van Ballegooijen, A., Nisenson, P., Noyes, R.W., Stein, R.F., Nordlund, A., Krishnakumar, 

V., 1998, Ap.J.,(in press) 
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points maybe essentially regarded as as a map of the magnitude of the magnetic field 

or more precisely the line of sight component of the magnetic field. 

An important and interesting discovery has been the intense nature of the quiet region 

magnetic fields in the photosphere(Stenflo and Harvey 1985, Mehltretter 1974, Muller 

1985, Muller and Keil 1983). It ha.s been found that both in the quiet and active 

regions, the magnetic field present is not a continuum, but is composed of widely 

separated, intense magnetic fields. The fields within the individual magnetic elements 

are 1000 to 2000 G. Their sizes range from 500 km downward. The individual flux 

tubes are swept into the intergranular regions by the granulation. The other ways in 

which the magnetic fields could be present is, disordered field carrying no net flux 

(Sten£lo 1982) and present at scales down below the present resolution limit of the 

existing telescopes. 

The most important aspect is the discrete nature of the solar magnetic field. In the 

photosphere and chromosphere two different regimes coexist. One is the magnetic 

elements, dominated by their magnetic field and the other is the virtually field free 

region surrounding these magnetic elements. The ratio of the kinetic pressure to the 

magnetic field pressure is, 

(5.1) 

where P is the gas pressure and B is the magnetic field. In the magnetic fields {3 ~ 1 

and {3 ~ 1 in the field free region. 

The gas pressure drops exponentially with height but the magnetic pressure falls 

off more slowly. Hence {3 decreases with height. The magnetic fields fan out as 

we go higher up in the solar atmosphere and the individual tubes merge to form 

a "canopy" (Giovanelli, 1980). Hence to study the dynamics of these small scale 

structures we need to observe these structures when they are confined to smaller 

spatial scales. Subarcsecond features seen in white light as well as in photospheric 

and chromospheric absorption lines are called bright points. They occur at sites of 

high magnetic flux concentration in the photosphere. Magnetic flux concentration is 

n,ecessary but not sufficient to produce these bright points. 
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High quality images hinted at the existence of small scale brightenings in the interior 

of the super granular cells (Dunn and Zirker 1972). Recent G band images opened 

a. new window to track the footpoints of small scale chromo spheric brightenings. 

However an unambiguous identification between the G band bright point and the Ca 

II K bright point is not yet done. 

The bright points are associated with regions of strong magnetic field ~d correspond 

to magnetic flux tubes that stand vertically in the solar atmosphere (Chapman and 

Sheeley 1968, Title et.al 1987) 

Simultaneous G band and SOUP magnetogram time series analyses have verified 

the fact that the photospheric bright points occur preferentially on the periphery of 

strong field concentrations (Yi and Engvold 1993). 

The G band images are presumably the foot points of the magnetic flux tubes which 

extend all the way up into the chromosphere. So we conclude that the G band images 

are reliable proxies for some fraction of the photospheric magnetic features but the 

quantitative estimate of this fraction is yet to be determined. 

These bright points are seen when imaging through continuum, line center and mo

lecular band. Berger et. al (1995) have demonstrated that magnetic elements are 

seen with particularly high contrast in filtergrams taken with 4305..4. molecular band

head of CR. The required spatial resolution for successful imaging of the magnetic 

element bright point is 0."4. 

It is necessary to observe and understand the features on the sun at all scales in 

order to understand the basic physical processes of magneto-convection, the dynamo 

processes and the formation and evolution of magnetic field struct'lre. The spatial 

and temporal features on the sun extends over huge scales. In case of simulations we 

need to introduce boundaries and can include only certain scales. To give any sensible 

input for these simulations and extend our models we need input from observations 

at different scales. It is the smaller spatial scales which pose a challenge. And, it is 

the features at small scales which play a very important role in the activity on the 

sun. 
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The cbromospheric temperatures in excess of the photospheric tern perature of roughly 

5500K in the chromosphere can be explained only by non radiative heating processes. 

The study of the dynamics of the magnetic bright points helps us to understand the 

mechanisms through which energy can he imparted for heating the chromosphere 

(Van Ballegooijen 1998). From the high resolution images of the magnetic bright 

points we try to infer their velocities, their intensities and dependence of these phys

ical quantities on their life times. 

5.2 Observation of Photospheric Bright Points 

Chapman and Sheeley in 1968 and Sheeley in 1969 established that are strong mag

netic field concentrations in the form of a bright network in the photosphere apart 

from the strong magnetic fields in the sunspot. These bright points were seen when 

observed in weak line cores and the eN bandhead at 3883A o • These features were 

seen to coincide but had finer spatial scale when compared with the Ca II K line net

work in the chromosphere. These were spectroheliographic measurements. It needs 

scanning periods of the order of few seconds to build up these images. The atmo

spheric seeing changes occur typically on times cales of 10 to 100 ms. This causes 

varying distortions across a single image. 

To improve on this, Dunn and Zirker in 1973 developed single exposure filtergrams 

taken in the wings of the Ha line. 

In 1974 Mehltretter observed bright points in the far wings of the Ca II K line. Their 

size was estimated to be around 200 km. 

Simon and Zirker in 1974 found good spatial correlation between the photospheric 

bright points and the magnetic field structures observed simultaneously using mag

netograms. 

Berger et aI. 1995, studied the bright points in the plage magnetic fields and showed 

that the size range of the bright points in plage is larger than those formed in the 

network. But the majority of the flux elements were found to be circular and around 
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200 km in diameter. It was also shown that the II filigree" seen at high resolution 

were actually made up of strings of smaller bright points. 

Novel spectroscopic techniques were developed to measure the magnetic field strength 

outside the sunspot. In 1972, Howard and Stenflo and later Frazier and Sten:fl.o in 

1972 and Stenflo in 1973 measured the field strength using the magnetic line ratio 

technique. Also measurement of magnetic fields using the fully Zeeman split infrared 

lines was used by Harvey and Hall in 1975 and Zayer, Solanki, and Stenflo in 1989. 

In 1977, Title and Tarbell used Fourier transform technique to estimate the average 

magnetic field strength. 

In 1992, Keller used high resolution filtergrams to compute magnetic line ratios and 

estimated field strengths of the order of 1000 G at the formation level of Fe I 5250A ° . 

Rabin in 1992, used a near infrared imaging magnetograph for direct measurement 

of field strength in the Zeeman dominated Fe I 15650Ao line. Rabin measures field 

strengths varying from 1000 to 1700G. 

Solanki in 1993 review on the small scale features on the sun reviews the attempts 

to measure field strengths of these small scale features and concludes that the field 

strengths must be around 1500G to 1700G. 

5.3 Theoretical Modelling of Flux Tubes : A Brief 

Summary 

Spectroscopic observations indicated the presence of gaps in the spectral lines of 

Ze~man sensitive transitions. These observations were ql1antified by using Unno

Rachovsky line profile synthesis. The gaps were line splittings of the Zeeman sensitive 

transitions and implied a field strength of around 1000 G. 

Using the observational data theoretical models were developed to explain the solar 

magnetic elements. Spruit in 1974 suggested a thin flux tube model, later refined by 

Spruit and Zweibel in 1979. This is referred to as the standard theoretical model of 
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small scale magnetic flux in the solar photosphere. 

This model for field intensification suggest that these magnetic structures are held 

together by a balance of inward force caused due to excessive gas pressure outside 

the structure and the outward pressure of the field within the flux tube. 

The model is characterised by this balance between magnetic pressure and static 

gas pressure across a well defined boundary region of the flux tube. This static 

balance results in significant radial expansion of the tube with increasing height in 

a hydrostatic atmosphere. 

Simulations of the magnetic flux elements in the presence of granular convective flows 

have predicted to induce oscillations of the flux tube. Characteristic time scales of 

these periods have been found to be of about 5 minutes. Ryutova, Kaisig and Tajima 

modeled the interaction of a wavetrain with a flux tube and showed that it could 

lead to fragmentation of the tube. 

Periodic shaking or buffeting of these flux tubes could generate magneto hydro

dynamic waves which propagate along the flux tubes and dissipate energy in the 

chromosphere and/or corona. If we make an assumption that the G band bright 

points represent flux tubes then there should exist a relationship between the trans

verse motions of and the brightening of these bright points. 

Our main motivation is to see whether there exists any relationship between the rms 

fluctuations in velocity and the mean brightness of the magnetic bright points and 

also to look for possible dependence of other physical parameters like the average 

velocity, average intensity and rms intensity on one another. 

5.4 Observational details 

The data used is a part of the 70 min time series of cospatial G band 4305A. and 

4686..4 filtergrams obtained with the 50 em Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope on the 

island of LaPalma in Spain (Berger et.al 1997). The field of view is 2911 X 70" near 

disk center. This consists of both an enhanced network region and an non-magnetic 
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quiet region of granulation. The mean time between the frames is 23.5s. The images 

have been processed using partitioned Phase- Diverse Speckle restoration. Each 

image is obtained by using 3 realizations of the atmospheric turbulence obtained in 

sequence. The final spatial resolution obtained is 0.2" (Lofdahl et.al 1997). This 

high spatial resolution helps us to monitor the individual bright point evolution and 

the high temporal resolution helps us to track the bright point and estimate their 

life times. Fig (5.1) shows an image of the sun observed in G band. 

5.5 Phase Diverse Speckle Observations 

The performance of any optical instrument is characterised by its transfer function. 

The observable is the function called the point spread function which is the modulus 

squared of the coherent transfer function. Let c(r) be the coherent transfer function. 

p(r) = Ic(r)12 (5.2) 

where r represents the two dimensional coordiantes x and y. 

Transfer function in the Fourier domain is, 

OCt) = A(1)eiB(J) (5.3) 

where O(f) is the abberated wavefront across the aperture. The problem of phase 

retrieval is to estimate 0(1) using the observed P(f). A suitable set of polynomial 

expansion is used for O(t)' . 
(5.4) 

The mean square error estimate is written in m€'tric form and we search for the 

coefficients mk of this polynomial which minimises the metric. 

Detected Image is, 

Zl(r) = [oCr) * pdr)] + nCr) (5.5) 

where, 

(5.6) 
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Another image is recorded with a known amount of phase added to the original 

image, 

P2(r) = IC2(r)12 

C2(/) = A(f)e,B(J)+it/J(/) 

<p(!) is called Phase Diversity. 

Z2(r) = [oCr) * P2(r)J + nCr) 

The error metric can now be written as, 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

We need to minimise this integral. We get the following result for the object estimate, 

(5.11) 

For more details on the observations and processing of these images refer Lofdahl et 

al.(1997). The data used here has been obtained on 1995 October 5 between 10:57 

and 12:08 UT. Observations has been carried out at two wavelengths. The imaging 

has been done using a 12AO bandpass interference filter with a central wavelength 

of 4305Ao, this is the G band image. The other image has been obtained using a· 

54AO bandpass filter with a central wavelength of 4686Ao. Frame selection has been 

done and only the best out of every 3 frames have been chosen. The frame selection 

has been done once in every 20 seconds. Both the CCD cameras recorded two 

images, one in focus and the other with a known amount of defocus. The images are 

then corrected for atmospheric seeing using the Partitioned Phase Diverse Speckle 

Restoration technique. The images have been coaligned using a technique called 

destretching. In a set of frames the best frame is chosen. The rest of the frames aJ:e 

coaligned with respect to this frames so as to maximise the cross correlation between 

them and the reference frame. This technique is called as Destretching. 

The total data set consists of a time series of 180 images with very high spatial 

r~solution covering a period of about 70 minutes. The mean time between the frames 

is around 23.5 seconds and th~ plate scale in the image is 0.083 arcsee/pixel. 



Figure 5.1 High resolution image showing G band bright points. The continnum 

image is subtracted from the narrow band image to enhance the contra..'1t of the bright 

points 

The bright points are seen at high contrast when imaged in G band. They are seen 

at reduced contra.st a.t 4686A.° because continuum and some absorbtion lines are 

contained in this wavelength range. Simultaneous imaging at these two prescribed 

wavelengths gives information about the location of the bright points because the 

granulation shows up with almost equal contrast in hoth these images. 

Subtraction of images observed at these two wavelengths produces a. difference image 

in which the bright points are seen at even higher contrast. This image is now used 

to study the dynamics of the bright points. 

5.6 1'raeking of Bright Points 

Berger et a!. identified the bright points using a thresholding on these difference 

ima.ges. They define the ma.gnetic region in the field of view as that region in the image 

which is covered by bright points at any point of time during the entire observationa.l 

sequence. The image is subdivided into smaller Bub fields and velocities of bright 
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points measured using an object tracking technique. The histogram of the velocities 

of the bright points have a broad velocity distribution and peaks at around 0.1 km/s. 

The mean velocity is around 0.815 km/s. It was also observed that the bright points 

continually split up and merge. Few bright points could be followed through the 

entire sequence. 

The difference image is constructed the following way, 

[mag.", (x, Y) = [4305(X, Y) - [4686(X, y) (5.12) 

x and y are the horizontal coordinates on the sun. The images are normalized with 

respect to the mean intensities in the non-magnetic region in the frame. 

The difficulty faced in tracking these bright points is because of the packing of these 

bright points close to each other forming complex shapes and hence their positions 

are not well defined. The G band bright points continually split and merge and 

hence causes sudden changes in their position. If high resolution is not there, then 

the splitting/merging would not have been observed and the sudden shift of the 

photocenter of the complexes of bright points would have been then interpreted as 

real motions of the complexes. 

To overcome this problem we use an object tracking method where finite sized corks 

are used as tracers of these bright points. The corks are circular finite sized disks 

which move around in the photospheric plane but do not overlap each other. These 

corks are allowed to flow with the advected flow produced by an artificial flow field 

which drives the corks to the brightest points on the image. The artificial flow is 

created by using the gradient of the difference image. 

In this present study 1400 corks have been used. The radii of the cork r 0=60 km. 

This is equal to the pixel size in the data set. The positions of the corks are advanced 

with a time step equal to one half of the average time between the frames in the movie. 

The correction for the cork overlap is done iteratively. We first check for pairs of 

corks whose separation is less than 2r o. If we find the separation between the corks 

less than 2ro then those corks are moved apart in opposite directions along their line 

of separation until the corks just touch each other. This procedure is repeated until 
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there are no overlapping corks. 

The frames used are averaged over 3 frames. A mask image is produced. These 

mask images are produced by smoothing the ImQgn images in space and time by a. 

running average over 5 frames and applying a 20" threshold. These masks gives a. 

overall idea where the bright points are located. The initial positions of the corks 

are chosen at random within the first mask image. The intensity of the bright points 

varies with time. Apart from the splitting and merging of the bright points some of 

the bright points fade away. The corks associated with these have nowhere to go and 

hence after every fifth frame we remove those corks which fall out of the magnetic 

mask and replace them at random positions within the mask. We find that typically 

5% of the 1400 corks are replaced every fifth frame and the total number of corks 

present over the entire time interval is 3827. Hence the corks will have lifetimes 

which are in multiple of 5 frames. In this way we measure the position and velocity 

of the bright point through representative corks as a function of time. 

5.7 Average Velocity of the Bright Points 

The random motions of the photospheric flux tubes could produce magneto hydro

dynamic waves and other disturbances into the solar atmosphere and heat the upper 

atmospheres. Models of wave generation by Choudhri, Dikpati and Banerjee 1993, 

predict that short period motions are much more effective in generating waves than 

long period motions. We determine the autocorrelation function which describes how 

the velocity of the bright points varies with time. 

The autocorrelation of velocity V:t",k,n over a time delay tm = mot is given by, 

1 
C:;,/c,n = N 'Ev:r,/c,nv:;,/c,n+m (5.13) 

k- m 

and similarly in the y direction, 

1 
C!J,k,n = N 'EvlI ,/c,nVy,k,n+m (5.14) 

k- m 

where k is the cork index and n is the time index. By averaging these functions for 

all corks with lifetimes Nk > m, we obtain the mean auto correlations C:r,m. and C!J,m' 
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Figure 5.2: Plot of autocorrelation of the velocity of bright points. 
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Fig (5.2) is the mean autocorrelation as a function of delay time tm for tm i lOaDs. 

The autocorrelation functions is· seen to decrease monotonically with time. There 

seems to be no evidence for any specific periodicities in the bright point motion. 

Inital fall in the autocorrelation could be because of the corks taken a couple of 

frames before they can organise themselves and follow the advected flow calculated 

using the gradient in intensity of the difference image. The autocorrelation decreases 

rather slowly thereafter. This describes random motions with correlation time'To=100 

seconds. 

5.8 Motion of Bright Points and Heating of the Solar 

Atmosphere 

Ballegooijen et al, 1998 have shown that from the computed autocorrelation function 

one show that the estimated acoustic cut off frequency from the power spectrum 

is less than the photospheric acoustic cutoff frequency. Therefore it is doubtful 
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whether the observed motions are very effective in generating waves to heat the solar 

atmosphere. 

Absence of periodicities in cork motions does not directly imply absence of period

icities in actual motion of bright points. Further, as shown by Auffret,Priest et al.. a. 

few bright points seem to move exceptionally fast and are capable of generating suf

ficient mechanical energy to heat the upper atmosphere. So, it is necessary to study 

the individual bright points. Here we did not distinguish between the fast moving 

bright points and the slow moving bright points. Visual inspection of these images 

show that the bright points in the magnetic region seem to be more constrained 

in their motion because of the clustering of bright points. Since models predict a 

direct relationship between the velocity of transverse motion of the bright point and 

its brightness, in the next chapter we study the dynamics of isolated bright points 

and try to look for a possible relationship between their velocities and their intrinsic 

brightness variations. 



Application of High Resolution 

Imaging : Dynamics of G band 

Bright Points - II t 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, it was seen that a statistical treatment of all the bright 

points yielded no special periodicities, but showed evidence for random motions 

of 100 seconds timescales. In this chapter our main motivation is to see whether 

there exists any relationship between the rms fluctuations in velocity and the mean 

brightness of the magnetic bright points and also to look for possible dependence 

of other physical parameters like the average velocity, average intensity and rms 

intensity on one another. A study of the dynamics of the magnetic bright points will 

help us to identify the mechanisms through which energy is imparted for heating the 

chromosphere. From the high resolution images of the magnetic bright points we try 

to infer their velocities, their intensities and dependence of these physical quantities 

t Krishnakumar V., Venkatakrishna.n P., 1998, Sol. Phys (submitted) 
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on their life times. 

In section 2 we discuss the methodology followed by us in tracking the bright points. 

In section 3 we discuss the distribution in the lifetimes of the bright points which 

we have chosen for study. In section 4 we look at the velocity and brightness distri

butions. In section 5 we examine the relationship between motions and brightness 

variations, while in section 6 we discuss the implications of such relationships, if any, 

for wave heating of the atmosphere within the flux-tubes. 

We see in the images that several bright points are clustered together while others are 

isolated away from this magnetically enhanced network region. In the magnetically 

enhanced region, it is difficult to isolate a single bright point and track it since it 

undergoes merging with the neighboring bright points and loses its identity. At the 

resolution limit of the frames, it becomes difficult to identify the bright points once 

they merge with the neighboring bright points. 

6.2 Methodology 

The frames were run in sequence and the isolated bright points were selected visually. 

Centered on the isolated bright point, the image was cut into a smaller array. The 

same region was cut from the entire sequence. The bright point was tracked manually 

in the sequence of frames. The positions of the bright points were stored. The rate 

of change in their positions gives us the velocity. 

When the lifetime of the bright point is measured, the measured lifetime might be 

different from the true lifetime of these magnetic element bright points due to the 

following reasons. The cluster of these bright points might live longer than the 

individual bright point or the individual bright points may just drift away from the 

cluster and dissolve the cluster. Another possibility is that the individual elements 

may break up and form new ones continuously without producing any noticeable 

changes in the overlaying magnetic pattern. Hence we identify and track those bright 

points which are away from the magnetically enhanced region. The lifetime in our 
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case is the time for which the bright point can be tracked without any ambiguity. 

We do not consider those bright points which show up right from the first frame, 

since their past history is not known. The bright points are tracked through the 

sequence and when a bright point disappears we switch over to another isolated 

bright point. In event of switching over to another bright point which has just 

started to brighten and show up in the frames we would not have tracked the bright 

point in its earlier phase since we were tracking another bright point. This could 

lead to an underestimation of the lifetime. Since we are interested, not in their 

absolute lifetimes, but seek a relationship between the lifetime and average velocity 

and distribution of lifetime, we define a cutoff in the intensity of the bright point 

and estimate the time for which the bright point had an intensity above the cutoff 

value. By defining a cutoff and looking for lifetime distribution, we underestimate 

the lifetime but the shape of the distribution will not change. 

Totally we identified 56 bright points and estimated their average intensity, rms 

intensity, average velocity, rms velocity and lifetime. From this we estimate the power 

spectrum of velocity and intensity and look for dependence of intensity changes with 

changes in velocity. 

6.3 Lifetime of the bright points 

In a recent paper, Berger et al. (1997) estimate the lifetime based on the same data. 

They define the lifetime as the time span over which a coherent group of magnetic 

flux elements can be tracked before they disappear or merge with existing flux. They 

measure a lifetime ranging from 2 min to some bright points living through the entire 

sequence. The average lifetime is 9.33 min. The average lifetime estimated by Berger 

et ai. is higher than the lifetime estimated by us since they consider the bright points 

in the magnetically enhanced region. We are interested in the isolated bright points 

since they are more dynamic in nature than the one in clusters. 

We classify the bright points based on their lifetimes. The classification is done 
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based on the number of bright points available for good statistics. The bright points 

are classified into those which lived for less than or equal to 200 s, those which have 

lifetimes between 200 s and 400 s and those bright points which lived for 400 s and 

more. Defining the lifetime as the time span over which the brightness of the point 

exceeds a threshold value, we see that the histogram of the lifetime of the bright 

point peaks at around 50 s to 100 s. There are also bright points whose lifetime 

spans the entire sequence of frames we have used. 

To look for relationships between the various estimated physical parameters we plot 

the scatter plots between various physical quantities estimated from the data. We 

also plot the power spectrum of intensity and velocity. 

6.4 The Velocity and Intensity Distributions 

In this section we look at the velocities and intensities of the bright points. To 

normalize the velocity and intensity we d~ the following. A single bright point is 

tracked say for n frames. We now have their displacements. It is straightforward to 

estimate their velocity once the displacement with time is known. Let set) be the 

displacement as a function of time. Now velocity v( t) is d1tt ). We are interested 

only in the fluctuating part of the power spectrum, hence we do the following. Let 

the mean of velocity of a bright point tracked for n frames be <vet»~ . The mean 

is subtracted from the velocity vet). We find the standard deviation of Vi(t)=V(t)

<vet»~. This is given as, 

(6.1) 

where nl and n2 are the first and last frames in the sequence of frames through which 

the event of brightening was seen. The normalized velocity profile vn(t) is now given 

as, 

(6.2) 

This vn(t) is the velocity profile of the magnetic element bright point which is used 

in further analysis. 
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To remove atmospheric and instrumental effects and to improve the contrast of the 

bright points the following was done. We have images obtained in both narrow 

band I",b and broad band Ibb. The broad band image is first subtracted from the 

narrow band image. This helps in the removal of the continuum in the narrow band 

image. The frame is then divided by the continuum. image to remove atmospheric 

and instrument effects. 

I I",,,, - Ibb 
rel = I 

bb 
(6.3) 

These frames are now used to track the bright points and their intensities are estim-

ated. 

The bright points whose velocities were measured are again tracked and their intens

ities Ii(t) are determined as a function of time, where i is the index for the frames. 

Ii(t) is normalized using the same procedure using which we normalized the velocity. 

(6.4) 

(J' is the standard deviation in the measurement of intensity of the bright point. 

This I",(t) is the relative intensity profile of the magnetic element bright point which 

is used in further analysis. 

We tracked these bright points and found that some of the bright points were more 

dynamic and some were stationary. Fig (6.1) is the track of some of the bright 

points. This is to illustrate the motion of these bright points. Tracking was carried 

out repeatedly to minimise errors inherent in manual tracking. 

Fig (6.2a) is the histogram of average intensity. The average relative intensity has 

a peak in the histogram at around 0.21 to 0.25. Fig (6.2d) is the histogram of the 

rIDS of relative intensity. The rms of the relative intensity histogram has a peak at 

around 0.1. The width in the distribution of rms intensity is smaller than the width 

in the distribution of average intensity. 

Fig (6.2b) is the histogram of average velocity. The peak of this histogram is at 

around 1.0 km/s. Fig (6.2c) is the histogram of the rms velocity. This has a peak at 

around 1.1 to 1.2 km/s. The width in the distribution of average velocity is higher 
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Figure 6.1: Tracks of a few bright points. This is to illustrate the dynamics of these 

bright points. Some of the bright points show a larger displacement than others. 

Every tick on both the directions corresponds to 17.5 km on the sun. Each frame is 

7000 km X 7000 km on the SUD.. 

than the width in the distribution of rms velocity. There are also few bright points 

which have velocities as large as 4.0 km/s and few bright points which have arms 

velocity higher than 3.0 km/s. 

The bright points which have rms velocities equal to 0.0 km/s have rms intensities 

and average intensities comparable to the intensities of the bright points which have 

rms velocities and average velocities close to the peak velocity value in the average 

velocity and rms velocity histograms. 

6.5 Transverse Motions and Bright Point Intensit-
. 
les 

We assume that the magnetic flux tubes are anchored at the base of the convection 

zone. When a force is imparted at the base of this magnetic flux tube the disturbance 
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Figure 6.2: 6.2a is tbe bistogram of tbe a.verage intensity. 6.2b is the histogram of 

average velocity. 6.2c is the bistogram of rms intensity. 6.2d is. tbe bistogram of rms 

velocity. 

propagates to the top with the amplitude of motion increasing with height. This 

causes the observed transverse motion of the magnetic element. The brightening 

seen in the magnetic elements could be due to the gas dynamics within the flux tube, 

heating of which could be caused by a different mechanism altogether. This suspicion 

is further strengthened by the fact we do observe a couple of bright points which are 

found to have velocities equal to 0.0 km/s but show relative brightening equal to or 

even higher than those moving with higher average and rms velocity. 

We will discuss the scatter plots between different physical quantities of the magnetic 

element bright point,s. The magnetic elements bright point is classified based on the 

timescale for which the magnetic element is visible in the frame. 

Let us first consider those bright points which lived for 200 seconds or less. The 

scatter plot of average velocity versus the rms intensity shows a clustering of the 

data points close to an average velocity of 0.0. Also the scatter plot of velocity and 

rms intensity shows a clustering of data points. The scatter plots of average velocity 
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with average intensity, between nns velocity and average intensity all show clustering 

of data points. Fig (6.3) is the scatter plot between the various estimated physical 

quantities. But we do not have enough data points to comment on this clustering of 

data points. 

The lifetimes of these bright points have a spread ranging from 115 s to 188 s. But 

the lifetimes do not seem to have any dependence on the physical parameters of the 

bright point. For those bright points whose lifetime varies between 200 s to 400 s, 

the statistics are better since we have 18 bright points in this category. The scatter 

plot between average velocity and rms intensity shows a downward trend. ie., for 

higher average velocity the rms intensity is less. 

We look at the power spectrum of the velocities and intensities to verify whether 

there exists any relationship between the transverse velocity and the intensity of 

these bright points. We classify the 56 bright points under study based on their 

lifetimes. The average power spectrum of the bright points is obtained. For the sake 

of clarity we will use the following notation for the bright points which have now 

been grouped based on their lifetimes. The bright points with lifetime less than 200 

s,between 200 s and 400 s and more than 400 s will be denoted as b200 , b200,400 and 

b400 respectively. 

The average intensity, rms intensity, average velocity and rms velocity of the bright 

points are tabulated. For b200 bright points the estimated values of the various 

physical quantities are tabulated in Table 6.1. We can see that there are quite a few 

bright points which have zero average velocity zero rms velocity but show intensity 

fluctuations. Similarly in Table 6.2 is tabulated the rms intensity, rms velocity, 

average intensity, and average velocity for the b200,400 bright points. We have another 

bright point in this category which has a zero average and rms velocity but has a 

non zero average intensity and rms intensity. In the case of b400 bright points we 

do not find any such examples. But we do find in this category of bright points a 

bright point which has the highest rms intensity value for which the corresponding 

rms and average velocity is the lowest. For b400 bright points the various estimated 

quantities are tabulated in Table 6.3. In these set of bright points we do not find 
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any stationary bright points. 

Let us now consider the average power spectrum of both intensity and velocity of the 

bright points b200• Fig (6.4) is the average velocity power spectrum and Fig (6.5) is 

the average intensity power spectrum. To bring out the high frequency features in 

the power spectrum we remove the zero frequency component of the power spectrum 

by subtracting the mean from the power spectrum. 

In Fig (6.4), the first panel is the velocity power spectrum of bright points b200 , 

second panel for b200,400 and third panel for the bright points b400• b200 bright points 

can be tracked for a maximum of 7 frames. We see that the power spectrum of 

these b200 bright points does not decrease as we go to higher frequencies. In the 

case of these bright points which are bright for a short period of time we do not 

have enough time resolution in their measurements. b2oo's power spectrum is seen to 

be a constant at higher frequencies. If these magnetic elements undergo brightness 

variations within the timescale of each observation then we have undersampled data. 

Undersampling of data is analogous to time averaging. The peaks if any at higher 

frequencies are smoothened and show a constant power spectrum. 

In the case of b200,400 bright points the" time resolution of the data is better than that 

of b200 bright points. We see some indications for the existence of peaks in their 

power spectrum. At higher frequencies we see smoothening of the power spectrum. 

In the third panel in Fig (6.4) is the power spectrum of the b400 bright points. Here 

peaks are seen clearly. 

For the b200,400 brigh~ points the periods corresponding to the peaks seen in panel 

2 of Fig (6.4) and panel 2 in Fig (6.5) are tabulated in Table (6.4). In Table (6.5) 

is tabulated the estimated periods corresponding to the peaks in the velocity and 

intensity power spectrum in panel 2 in Fig (6.4) and Fig (6.5). In case of bright 

points b200,400 the velocity power spectrum has two peaks which corresponds to time 

periods of 143 sand 56 s. The corresponding intensity power spectrum has a single 

peak at a time period which corresponds to 286 s. The bright point b400 has a 

velocity power spectrum with peaks corresponding to time periods of 500 s, 200 s, 
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118 s and 83 s. 

In Fig (6.5), first, second and third panel are the intensity power spectrum of b2oo , 

~OO,400 and b400 respectively. Here again the b20D bright points are short lived and 

with the available data we do not have enough time resolution to pick up periods if 

any. Similar to the velocity power spectrum we:find the intensity power spectrum at 

higher frequencies a constant. The b200,400 bright point's intensity power spectrum 

indicates the presence of few peaks at the low frequency end of the power spectrum. 

Peaks are seen in the case of b400 bright points. 

For the sake of comparison we plot the intensity power spectrum and the velocity 

power spectrum. in same scale. Even though we see indications of peaks in the velocity 

power spectrum the power is less. The velocity power spectrum also suggests the 

existence of a band of periods whereas the intensity power spectrum has periods 

confined to a smaller band. 

6 .. 6 Discussion and Conclusion 

As mentioned in the introduction, a possible scenario for heating the chromosphere 

is to generate kink waves at the photosphere (by the transverse shaking of mag

netic flux tubes), convert these waves into longitudinal waves by non-linear effects 

(Venkatakrishnan, 1984; Ulmschneider, Zahringer, and Musielak, 1991) and finally 

dissipate these waves into shocks at chromospheric heights. The G-band bright 

points provide the means of observing the transverse motions of flux-tubes and it is 

of great interest to see whether the onset of wave heating occurs right at the level 

of formation of the G-band. To this end, a search for correlations between the av

erage brightness of the bright points with their rms transverse velocity (a measure 

of amplitude of transverse waves) showed no obvious trend in the scatter plots of 

average intensity versus rms velocity {Fig (6.3)). The absence of any relation is re

inforced in histograms of Fig (6.2), which show a much lower peak for the brightness 

distribution, thereby indicating a broader distribution. In other words, the flux-tube 

brightness seems to be independent of the transverse velocity amplitude. Berger 
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{personal communication} reports a similar negative result of no correlation between 

the brightness and average speed of a larger number of bright points from the same 

data set which included both dynamic as well as static points. Thus, the scenario 

for heating the flux tubes by transverse shaking of the flux-tubes does not seem to 

be operating at the height where G-band is formed. This leaves the question of what 

brightens the bright points, for which we might have to faU back on the earlier ideas 

of wave heating by short period longitudinal waves, generated and launched in the 

deeper portions of the tubes situated in the convection zone. 

Other results that are obtained from this data include the existence of several periods 

of velocity and brightness fluctuation. Although we have already established the lack 

of correlation between velocity amplitude and average brightness, we do see the ex

istence of similar periods in the power spectra of brightness and velocity fluctuations. 

What could be interesting is the presence of a f'oJ 200 s period that is slightly longer 

than the 180 s fluctuations of the Call K bright points in the cell interior. We also see 

longer periods that are not seen generally in the Call K cell interior bright points. 

Another interesting result is a fairly good correlation between the average speed and 

rms speed seen in Fig (6.3). A distribution of magnetic fields of the flux-tubes, with 

weaker tubes being more mobile and more susceptible to buffeting, could be a simple 

explanation for this result. This can be confirmed only with simultaneous magnetic 

field measurements. 

In conclusion, although we find no direct evidence to link the transverse shaking of 

the flux-tubes to the onset of wave heating of the atmosphere confined by the tube, we 

do see indications of oscillatory behavior that are possibly related to the dynamical 

evolution of the chromospheric Call K bright points. 
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Table 6.1: Bright points with lifetimes less than 200 s 

avg. intensity rms. intensity avg. velocity rms. velocity 

(km/sec) (km/sec) 

0.213 0.095 0.794 1.123 

0.271 0.101 1.191 1.191 

0.306 0.170 1.191 1.191 

0.255 0.091 0.681 1.077 

0.275 0.059 2.644 3.532 

0.185 0.086 0.000 0.000 

0.296 0.101 0.000 0.000 

0.195 0.098 0.000 0.000 

0.165 0.179 0.000 0.000 
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Table 6.2: Bright points with lifetimes between 200 sand 400 s 

avg. intensity rms. intensity avg. velocity rms. velocity 

(km/sec) (km/sec) 

0.115 0.119 1.589 1.123 

0.334 0.138 0.894 1.154 

0.233 0.131 1.698 1.672 

0.200 0.107 0.000 0.000 

0.270 0.082 1.262 1.421 

0.394 0.111 1.356 1.395 

0.249 0.075 4.745 3.209 

0.265 0.077 3.558 3.456 

0.260 0.076 4.495 3.321 

0.233 0.111 1.176 1.294 

0.316 0.071 1.021 1.179 

0.238 0.064 1.165 2.677 

0.265 0.071 0.794 1.486 

0.367 0.152 0.530 0.991 

0.249 0.075 1.021 1.179 

0.334 0.104 0.596 1.032 

0.288 0.104 0.922 1.259 
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Table 6.3: Bright points with lifetimes greater than 400 s 

avg. intensity rms.intensity avg. velocity rms. velocity 

(km/sec) (km/sec) 

0.109 0.113 1.875 1.304 

0.250 0.104 1.820 1.371 

0.177 0.067 1.096 2.087 

0.130 0.067 1.359 2.051 

0.266 0.160 1.576 1.363 

0.351 0.102 0.935 1.222 

0.271 0.175 0.586 1.098 

0.103 0.075 1.170 1.332 

0.045 0.060 1.579 1.504 

Table 6.4: Estimated time periods from Intensity power spectrum 

Bright points b200,400 

Intensity power spectrum Velocity power spectrum 

(period is seconds) (period in seconds) 

286.0 143.0 

- 56.0 
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Table 6.5: Estimated time periods from Velocity power spectrum 

Bright points b400 

Intensity power spectrum Velocity power spectrum 

(period in seconds) (period in seconds) 

1000.0 500.0 

222.0 200.0 

111.0 118.0 

83.0 83.0 
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Summary & Conclusions 

The following points have emerged as a result of the work done in this thesis: 

1) We developed a technique for estimating T"o in images of extended sources. The 

number of non positive pixels are used as an estimator of the true roo We have shown 

that it is possible to estimate the true 7"0 even if the signal to noise ratio in the image 

is as low as .). The superiority of this technique lies in the fact that unlike other 

techniques this parameter search method does not need a point sources for the ro 

estimation. This technique was extensively tested on simulations and finally on real 

images. The estimation of 7"0 is a step towards image restoration. 

2) We modeled the noise power spectrum to estimate the Wiener parameter and 

used this Wiener parameter as an input for the Wiener filter. We applied this filter 

on real images and recovered high spatial frequency information. It is possible to 

recover those high frequencies which are recorded at a signal to noise ratio of 30. 

3) Using a time sequence a high resolution images of sun, we study the dynamics of 

the magnetic bright points on the sun. From these power spectrum we find no direct 

evidence for any relationship to link the transverse shaking of the flux tubes to the 

onset of wave heating. In other words, the flux brightness seems to be independent of 

the transverse velocity amplitude. For example, there are bright points which show 

large variations in their relative velocities but are stationary within the observed 

spatial scales. However. we do see indications of oscillatory behaviour. Such insights 

93 
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into the possible connections between fluctuations in the intensity of the bright points 

and their transverse motions would not have been obtained with inferior seeing. 

Small scale magnetic fields of spatial scales less than an arcsecond or less seem to be 

the main constituent of the solar surface magnetic field. When the fields are measured 

at low resolution, the integrated field is less. When observed at high resolution, the 

magnetic fields are seen to be localized and is of the order of few thousand gauss. 

They are suspected to act as conduits for transport of energy and material from the 

lower to upper atmosphere. High resolution imaging has opened this new window 

for looking at these small scale features. 

To study the dynamics of these features we need sub-arcsecond resolution. The data 

we used in this thesis to study the bright points have been obtained at the Swedish 

Vacuum Solar Telescope, LaPalma in Spain. The resolution in these images is 0."2 

arcsecond. It is not practically possible to find observational sites at all longitudes 

with such good meteorological conditions like on the Canary islands. 

Let us assume for a moment that the SVST images presented in this thesis were 

to be observed at Kodaikanal solar observatory. The average Fried's parameter at 

this site is 10.0 cm. Let us assume we record the image using a CCD camera which 

is a 16 bit CCD camera with a full well capacity equal to 64000 counts. Even if 

we assume that the entire counts contribute for the high frequency component, the 

photon noise contribution will be roughly 252. Assuming that photon noise is the 

only source of noise contribution, the signal to noise ratio will be 252. The seeing 

in Kodaikanal Solar Observatory is on an average 2 arcsecond. From Fig (4.16) 

in chapter 4 we know that at 2 arcsecond seeing the high frequency component (at 

~ 6 times the seeing limit) will be attenuated by a factor of 1000. This implies 

that the counts recorded for the high spatial frequency we are interested in will be 

64. and the signal to noise ratio will be only 8. We have shown in this thesis that. 
" 

llsing a noise modeled Wiener parameter as an input for the Wiener filter we can 

recover high spatial frequency information upto a signal to noise ratio of 30 at that 

frequency. If we need a signal to noise ratio of 30 we need atleast 900 counts recorded 

h 1· 'h t·al frequencv component The hypothetical observations with t.o recover t e 11g spa I - '. 
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recorded 2 arcsecond seeing would therefore seem grossly inadequate to recover the 

high spatial frequency information using both linear and non-linear image restoration 

techniques. However, there are host of other features which have higher flux levels 

and can be observed and studied at these sites even though the average seeing is 

one or two arcsecond. Careful restoration of such seeing degraded images allow us 

to push the angular resolution beyond the seeing limit. In the previous example~a 

SIN of 30 requires 900 counts for the contrast. Comparing this with a low frequency 

background of 64000 counts, we can tolerate an attenuation of 64000/900 ~ 70. 

Refering to Fig (4.16), this implies successful restoration upto 2.4 fs, where fs is the 

seeing limit. Such restorations will be extremely useful, if these can be achieved in a 

routine manner. There exists a hierarchy of magnetic structures like sunspots, pores~ 

filigree and magnetic knots. Study of the time evolution of these features continue 

to provide useful data on solar activity and related phenomena. Techniques such as 

image selection will also be useful to capture the images during times of best seeing. 

Alan Title said (IAU Symposium 138), 'The Sun is a very complicated structure 

- it has turbulent convection, a whole family of wave motions, magnetic structures 

etc. It is very easy to fall into the trap looking only at those aspects that you can 

model simplifiedly' and this is a point to be taken seriously both by theoreticians and 

observers alike. We need high resolution data to have better modeling of the solar 

structures and we need new ways of analysing the data. 
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